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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 


) 
In the Matter of ) 

) DOCKET NO. 9341 
INTEL CORPORATION, ) 

a corporation ) PUBLIC 
) 
) 

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF INTEL CORPORATION'S MOTION UNDER 

RULE 3.36 FOR LEAVE TO TAKE A DEPOSITION OF THE BUREAU OF LABOR 


STATISTICS UNDER RULE 3.33(c)(l) 


Respondent, Intel Corporation, by its counsel, seeks leave under Rule 3.36 to take a . 

Rule 3.33(c)(1) deposition of an official ofthe Bureau of Labor Statistics ("BLS") on certain 

limited issues relating to the rapidly declining prices ofmicroprocessors as shown by the official 

producer price index ("PPI") data published by the BLS. Intel seeks only a limited deposition of 

two hours or less which does not require the BLS deponent to disclose any non-public 

proprietary data or the details of its methodology. 

I. 	 SUBSTANTIVE RELEVANCE OF THE TESTIMONY SOUGHT 

In Dkt. No. 9341, the Commission ("FTC") filed an administrative complaint alleging 

that Intel has monopolized the market for x86 microprocessors in violation of Section 5. Intel 

has denied that it has done so. 

Central to an analysis ofmonopolization is the issue of "monopoly power." "Monopoly 

power is the ability to control prices and exclude competition in a given market. If a firm can 

profitably raise prices without causing competing firms to expand output and drive down prices, 

the firm has monopoly power." Broadcom Corp. v. Qualcomm Inc., 501 F.3d 297,307 (3d Cir. 
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2007) (citation omitted). The microprocessor industry is, and has historically been, characterized 

by a trend of ever-increasing output and simultaneously decreasing prices. 

To respond to the allegations that Intel has monopolized the x86 microprocessor market 

by suppressing output, restricting innovation, and raising the prices of x86 microprocessors, 

Intel, as set forth on the first page of its Answer to the Complaint (Exhibit 1 hereto), intends to 

introduce evidence to show that (1) Intel's and industry output have greatly expanded in the last 

decade, (2) price-competitive x86 microprocessors have captured substantial business from other 

types ofnon-x86 microprocessors (e.g., PowerPC and RISC processors), (3) rapid innovation in 

process technology and microprocessor design have effectively reduced prices by vastly 

increasing the functionality and performance of x86 microprocessors, and (4) prices of x86 

microprocessors, adjusted for improvements in quality and performance, have declined annually 

at a substantial rate. These facts are directly relevant to whether Intel has monopoly power and 

whether competition and consumers have been harmed. 

To establish that x86 microprocessor prices, adjusted for performance improvements, 

have declined rapidly and continuously though the period it allegedly engaged in monopolistic 

practices (i.e., since 1999), Intel relies, in part, on the public BLS PPI for microprocessors 

("mpus"), series PCU33441333441312 (Exhibit 2 hereto), which series is weighted by revenue 

and includes x86 microprocessors. The Microprocessor PPI has also declined faster than any of 

the other 1200 products, including high technology products, for which the BLS issues a PPI 

price series, further indicating the x86 processor market is competitive. See Intel Answer, p. 1 

(Exhibit 1). 
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The Microprocessor PPI includes both x86 microprocessors and non-x86 

microprocessors designed for computer applications ("cmpus") and embedded microprocessors 

designed for use in non-computer applications ("empus"), such as cellular phones and pagers. 1 

Complaint Counsel have asserted that Intel cannot rely on the Microprocessor PPI data to 

show rapidly declining x86 microprocessor prices for two reasons. First, they argue that the 

Microprocessor PPI's inclusion ofnon-x86 processor pricing data, including data for billions of 

embedded microprocessors, renders the BLS data overinclusive and meaningless. Second, they 

argue that the Microprocessor PPI does not include pricing data obtained directly from Intel (the 

leading x86 producer), and thus does not measure changes in x86 processor prices.2 

BLS agency records make two points relevant to Complaint Counsel's assertions. See M. 

Holdway, "An Alternative Methodology: Valuing Quality Change for Microprocessors in the 

PPI," revised January 2001, available at http://www.bea~gov/papers/pdf/mpuvga.pdf(Exhibit 3 

hereto). 3 

First, even though empus account for billions ofprocessor shipments, they account for 

less than 20% of processor revenue because of their much lower average selling prices relative to 

1 Complaint Counsel have not been willing to admit that the Microprocessor PPI is based in part on x86 
microprocessor data (see Complaint Counsel's Answers and Objections to Respondent's First Set of Requests for 
Admissions, filed May 5,2010 (Response to RFA No.1) ("After reasonable inquiry, Complaint Counsel does not 
have sufficient information or knowledge to admit or deny Request No. 1 to the extent it states that series 
PCU33441333441312 includes x86 microprocessors"). The proposed BLS deposition addresses this and other facts 
relating to the Microprocessor PPI that Complaint Counsel have been unwilling to admit. 

2 See Complaint Counsel's Motion to Admit European Commission Decision (March 17, 2010) at 5. ("[T]he 
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics. .. data is irrelevant to this case. The BLS 'microprocessor' pricing data 
aggregates the prices ofany product classified as a 'microprocessor' by a manufacturer participating in the survey 
and includes, for example, the billions of embedded microprocessors used in cell phones, cars and televisions. The 
inclusion of these non-relevant products renders the BLS data meaningless here. That flaw is compounded by the 
fact that Intel has never submitted its pricing data to the BLS .... The data is both over-inclusive in that it includes 
the prices of billions of products that are not in the relevant market and under-inclusive in that it does not include 
Intel's prices"). 

3 According to the BLS, the "documents authored by Mr. Holdway were done on the behalf ofBLS in 
[Mr. Holdway's] former official capacity." See Exhibit 4 at p. 3. 
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cmpus (such as x86 processors) used for computer applications. Since the PPI indices are 

revenue rather than unit weighted, the inclusion of empus in the index does not distort the results. 

Exhibit 3 at p. 2 and nn. 2-3. 

Second, Mr. Holdway's paper prepared on behalf ofBLS (Exhibit 3 hereto) shows that 

computer microprocessors (cmpus) - not embedded processors (empus) - were driving the price 

declines in the quality adjusted Microprocessor PPI. Mr. Holdway notes that "[b ]ecause 

embedded designs are often application or customer specific, they tend to have longer life cycles 

relative to cmpus which reduce product substitutions and the corresponding need to value quality 

change" and that, "[i]n contrast, cmpus have exceptionally short life cycles which require the PPI 

to make almost continued estimations of quality change." Exhibit 3 at pp. 2-3. It therefore 

follows, contrary to Complaint Counsel's position, that including empu data reduces the rate of 

price decline that would otherwise be reflected were thePPI index composed entirely ofx86 

microprocessors used in computer applications. See Exhibit 3 at p. 3 and Chart 1. 

The BLS also has relevant information relating to Complaint Counsel's other reason for 

urging rejection of the use of the PPI Microprocessor Index, namely that Intel did not directly 

provide price and revenue data to the BLS for its use in determining the microprocessor PPI.4 

Mr. Holdway's paper on behalf ofBLS notes that (1) trade publications estimated that Intel's 

share of the cmpu market in 1999 was approximately 90% based on revenue; (2) prior to 1997, 

the PPI microprocessor series was driven largely by data for empus and small niche cmpu 

4 Respondent's Answers and Objections to Complaint Counsel's First Set of Requests for Admissions, Nos. 8,9 
(March 1,2010). 
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players "due in part to a significant non-response from a major segment of the cmpu market;"S 

(3) this led to a disparity between the PPI sample and the real world microprocessor universe; 

and (4) this problem was overcome by BLS's introduction of secondary source pricing data for 

cmpus into the Microprocessor PPI in January 1997 to function as a "supplemental sample 

designed to represent 85 percent of the cmpu market that was not available for direct repricing in 

the PPI." Exhibit 3 at pp. 1_3.6 Mr. Holdway's paper further indicates that BLS obtained this 

secondary source pricing data for the major x86 cmpus from Microprocesor Report and 

Electronic News and that BLS uses both publications "as a cross-check for accuracy." Exhibit 3 

at p. 3 n. 5. The dramatic effect of including the secondary source cmpu pricing data (which 

reflects Intel cmpu x86 prices) on the rate of decline in the PPI for microprocessors is shown in 

the Holdway paper. See Exhibit 3 at p. 3 and Chart 1. 

II. 	 INTEL'S EFFORT TO OBTAIN DEPOSITION TESTIMONY RELATING 
TO THE BLS PRICE INDICES FOR MICROPROCESSORS 

In an effort to obtain information to rebut Complaint Counsel's attacks on Intel's use of 

the BLS Microprocessor PPI, Intel, on April 21, 2010, subpoenaed Michael Holdway, an 

employee ofBLS, in his individual capacity to testify about two public papers he had authored 

5 Intel has admitted in Dkt. No. 9341 that it did not directly provide price and revenue data to the BLS, but noted 
that BLS obtained Intel data indirectly through use of secondary source data (see Respondent's Answers and 
Objections to Complaint Counsel's First Set of Requests for Admissions, Nos. 8 and 9 (March 1,2010), a part of 
Intel's response Complaint Counsel has repeatedly ignored. See Complaint Counsel's Answers and Objections to 
Respondent's First Set of Requests for Admission, pp. 1-2, May 5,2010). 

6 See A. Aizcorbe, "Price Measures for Semiconductor Devices, January 2001 (revised January 2002), available at 
www.federalreserve.gov/Pubs/feds/200212002131200213pap.pdf. The Federal Reserve Board also obtained third 
party source data from MicroDesignResources ("MDR," the publisher ofMicroprocessor Report) that included 
value of shipments data for Intel MPUs (i.e., microprocessors). MDR provided estimated price and quantities for 43 
distinct microprocessors produced by Intel, and reported that Intel's chips "represented about 80% of the total value 
of microprocessors produced in the world in 1999." Id. at 12. 
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(and other public materials) that were related to Complaint Counsel's critiques of Intel's use of 

the BLS Microprocessor PPI. 7 

Intel, in compliance with the Department of Labor ("DOL") regulations, sent to the 

Solicitor's Office of the DOL on May 3,2010, a written explanation ofwhy the testimony of 

Mr. Holdway in his individual capacity about materials in the public record was relevant to the 

allegations in Docket No. 9341. This submission (Exhibit 5 hereto) paralleled the relevance 

discussion set forth in Part I above. The Solicitor's Office responded on May 18, 2010, 

declining to produce Mr. Holdway. In declining to produce Mr. Holdway, the Solicitor's Office 

noted (Exhibit 4 at p. 3): 

In this matter, DOL has consulted with the FTC counsel and has determined that 
Mr. Holdway's testimony would not be in the interest of the Government because 
this information [sought by Intel] is irrelevant and misleading to the issues before 
the FTC.8 

Intel's counsel is unaware ofwhat was said in these ex parte communications between 

Complaint Counsel and the Solicitor's Office. If, as the Holdway paper prepared on behalf of 

the BLS makes clear, the inclusion of embedded processors did not have a material effect on 

price declines reflected in the revenue-weighted Microprocessor PPI - and, in fact, inclusion of 

embedded processors may have suppressed the rate of price decline had the Microprocessor PPI 

7 Intel-- perhaps erroneously -- did not file a motion under Rule 3.36 of the Rules of Practice because it sought to 
depose Mr. Holdway only in his individual capacity on matters in the public domain, and did not seek his testimony 
as an employee ofBLS or to inquire about non-public BLS information. Appendix A to the Holdway subpoena 
(Attachment 6 to Exhibit 5 hereto) limited the areas of Mr. Holdway's proposed deposition. It stated that Intel 
would not inquire about the following subjects: (a) disclosure of any non-public material contained in the files of 
the Department of Labor (including the Bureau of Labor Statistics) or acquired by the Department of Labor in 
performing the official duties of the Department; and (b) any matter involving Mr. Holdway's official status or the 
performance of his or others' official duties at the Department of Labor. Intel observed that this limitation was 
intended to eliminate many of the traditional concerns of the Department. 

8 Messrs. Robertson and Brock were copied on the letter Intel's counsel received from the Solicitor's Office. See 
Exhibit 4 at p. 4. 
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been limited to x86 processors used in computer applications - then the Microprocessor PPI is 

hardly irrelevant. Similarly, if the BLS was able to obtain data on Intel x86 microprocessors 

from secondary sources which were viewed as sufficiently reliable to use in promulgating the 

official government producer price index for microprocessors,9 then this fact is also relevant to 

rebut Complaint Counsel's critique that the Microprocessor PPI should be disregarded because 

Intel did not provide data directly to the BLS. 

For these reasons, Intel seeks from Your Honor a determination that the limited 

information it seeks is relevant to the issues in Docket No. 9341. 

III. 	 THE LIMITED RULE 3.33(c)(1) SUBPOENA TO THE BUREAU OF 
LABOR STATISTICS SHOULD BE AUTHORIZED 

In addition to a specific finding that the subject matter ofthe sought-after information is 

relevant to the issues in Docket No. 9341, Intel seeks authorization for the limited Rule 

3.33(c)(1) deposition of the BLS. It seeks a Rule 3.33(c)(1) deposition because the Solicitor has 

indicated Mr. Holdway left the position in which he authored the two articles about which Intel 

sought to examine him in 2001. See Exhibit 4 at p. 3. Intel, seeks to depose the BLS witness for 

only two hours or less. 10 The witness would not be asked to disclose any specific proprietary 

material (such as an individual company's prices or revenue). The deposition would seek factual 

information pertaining to whether BLS obtained and used secondary source pricing and shipment 

volume data for Intel x86 processors since January 1997, as BLS has already acknowledged was 

its practice as of2001 in the Holdway paper discussed above. Other subjects of the deposition 

9 The PPI's use of secondary sources for Intel's and other microprocessor producers' prices, according to 
Mr. Holdway, "have been confIrmed as representative of price change at the transaction level by computer OEMs 
that report to the PPI." See Exhibit 3 at p. 31. 

10 Such a limited appearance would only be a brief diversion from the BLS employee's duties and would not be a 
major drain on BLS's resources. 
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would be (1) whether the aggregate shipment volume for microprocessors not used for computer 

applications (i.e., in server, desktop, notebook and netbook products) contained in the revenue-

weighted Microprocessor PPI was a small percentage of overall microprocessor shipments 

revenue during the period since January 1, 1997; (2) whether the prices for embedded processors 

were quality adjusted to take into account improvements in performance at any time period since 

January 1999; and (3) whether the rate of price decline for embedded processors exceeded that of 

microprocessors used in servers, desktops, notebooks and netbook products. These subjects are 

all directly relevant to the effect of including non-x86 microprocessors in the microprocessor 

PPI. 

Accordingly, Intel respectfully urges Your Honor to authorize the issuance of a 

Rule 3.33( c)(1) subpoena to BLS on the topics of examination listed in Exhibit 6 hereto. I I A 

proposed order is appended. 

11 As with ccrtain other depositions of third parties, it may be necessary to schedule the deposition after June 15 to 
accommodate BLS. 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 
 ........_...... . 

COMMISSIONERS: Jon Leibowitz, Chairman 
Pamela Jones Harbour 
William E. Kovacic (recused) 
J. Thomas Rosch 

In the Matter of ) 
) DOCKET NO. 9341 

INTEL CORPORATION, 
a corporation 

) 
) REDACTED PUBLIC VERSION 

------------------------) 


ANSWER OF RESPONDENT INTEL CORPORATION 

Pursuant to Rule 3.12 of the Commission's Rules of Practice for Adjudicative 
Proceedings, Respondent Intel Corporation ("Intel") answers tbe Complaint as follows: 

The Complaint paints a picture ofcompetition for microprocessors and graphics products 
that bears little resemblance to reality. Competition in these sectors has been robust during the . 
period covered by the Complaint, producing greater consumer benefits than any other sector of·. 
the economy." 

Decreasing Prices and Expanding Output. According to the Complaint, Intel's alleged 
conduct raised the prices ofmicroprocessors (also known as "CPUs") and the products .. 
containing thezp. In reality, during the period covered by the Complaint, according to U.S. . ! .. 

Bureau of Labor Statistics data, microprocessor prices, adjusted for quality, declined at an annual· 
rate of42%. This rate ofdecline was greater than that ofany ofthe 1,200 other products that 
the Bureau tracks, including any other high-technology product. During the same period, the 
quality-adjusted price ofpersonal computers declined at an annual rate of23%. Contrary to the 
Complaint's allegation that Intel's conduct reduced output, sales ofx86 microprocessors grew 
from 136.5 million in 1999, the first year covered by the Complaint, to 324.7 million in 2008. 
Although the Bureau ofLabor Statistics does not make similar price data available for graphics 
products, over the period covered by the Complaint the quality-adjusted prices of graphics 
products also declined sharply. Output ofgraphics products rose over the same period in tandem 
with microprocessors. 

During the time when the Complaint alleges that Intel was suppressing output, Intel made 
repeated multi-billion dollar investments in new semiconductor manufacturing capacity, even 
during business downturns. Most recently, in February 2009 Intel announced a $7 billion 
investment in U.S. manufacturing, in the midst of the worst business downturn in decades. 

Dramatic Increases in Innovation. The Complaint alleges that Intel's conduct has 
stifled innovation. But the period covered by the Complaint has been characterized by rapid 
innovation that has increased the functionality and performance ofmicroprocessors and the 
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Bureau of Labor Statistics Data 
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The proposed quality adjustment methodology for microprocessors is currently under internal review. The views 
expressed represent those of the author and not those ofBLS or any of its staff. 



An Alternative Methodology: Valuing Quality Change for Microprocessors in the 

PPI 


Mike Holdway 

Identitying the Target . 

IdentifYing and valuing quality change for the rapidly evolving microprocessor (mpu) requires several preparatory 

steps. Obviously we must obtain an understanding of the basic functional features that mpus are designed to 

provide and the manufacturing processes used. But we must first insure that our net is cast over the entire mpu 

market which is more broadly inclusive than the casual observer might suspect. 

If you ask most people to define or describe a mpu they are likely to employ restrictive computer centric terms 

such as CPU, computer chip or even computer "brain". Many computer manufacturers imply an even more 

restrictive definition when they use the phrase "Intel Inside") as an integrated and highly visible part of their 

marketing strategies. The popular association ofmpus and Intel Corporation is not surprising because Intel enjoys 

a dominant position as a producer. Various trade pUblications, such as Microprocessor Report and Electronic 

News, estimate Intel's 1999 share of the computer mpu (cmpu) market at around 80 percent in terms of units 

shipped and 90 percent in terms of revenue. Visibility and marketing aside, cmpus are only a subset of the total 

mpumarket. 

Another type of mpu designed for non-computer applications is called the embedded2 processor (empu). Empus are 

found in cellular and digital phones, motor vehicles, air transportation, communication networks, electronic 

organizers, pageI:s, printers, game consoles (Le. Sega and Nintendo) and thousands of other consumer and 

industrial products. Empus account for approximately 98 percent of worldwide processor shipments), but less than 

20 percent of revenue because of much lower average selling prices relative to cmpus. Perhaps because of their 

lack of identification with a highly visible company, empus not only have little recognition in the general public 

but have been ignored by much of the economic literature that has attempted to provide quantitative or technical 

insight to the general mpu market. In terms ofeconomic measures such as price indexes, GDP and productivity, it 

is important that neither mpu subset is used as a proxy for the overall market due to significant differences in 

technology and price trend. Because embedded designs are often application or customer specific, they tend to 

have longer life cycles relative to cmpus which reduce product substitutions and the corresponding need to value 

quality change. In contrast, cmpus have exceptionally short life cycles which require the PPI to make almost 

Intel Corporation subsidizes the cost ofcomputer (PC) manufacturers advertisements if they include this slogan and Intel's 
logo in their marketing materials. Intel has final approval ofproposed OEM advertising for which they fund several hundred 
million dollars annually (approximately 3% ofrevenues). The subsidies began in 1991 and by 1994 "almost the entire PC 
industry had joined in". See Intel Inside, Jackson, T, Penguin Putnam, 1997, pg. 315. 
2 Trade journals such as Electronic Buyers News (www.ebn.com)oftendescribeempusasanynon-computerprocessor.This 
description is essentially correct though there are a few mpus that are sold into both embedded and computer markets. 
) Approximately J40 million cmpus shipped last year vs almost 5 billion empus. "Guest Viewpoint: Embedded Systems and the 
Microprocessor", Microprocessor Report, 4-Z4-Z000, http://www.mdronline.comlmprIhlZOOO/04Z4114170Z.html 
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continual estimations of quality change. Thus, the description ofa targeted quality adjustment and product 


substitution strategy will be limited to cmpus. 


A Brief Retrospect ofPPI CMPU Coverage 

Prior to 1997 the PPJ's Microprocessor index (code 36741A201) was moved primarily by empus and small niche 

players in the cmpu market. The disparity between the PPJ sample and mpu universe was due in part to significant 

non-response from a major segment of the cmpu market. As previously mentioned, the technology and price trends 

of empus and cmpus are dissimilar. To the extent that the PPJ sample was not representative ofthe market, 

significant bias may have been introduced. The bias became evident over time as the PPJ's Microprocessor index 

was correctly (in hind-sight) criticized by the Bureau ofEconomic Analysis4 (BEA), the Federal Reserve, and 

economic consultants from the private sector. After careful review the PPJ introduced secondary sources pricing 

. data for cmpus on January 1997. The introduction of secondary source prices can be viewed as a limited 

supplemental sample designed to represent 85 percent of the cmpu market that was not available for direct 

repricing in the PPJ. Chart 1 shows, in log form, the change in PPJ's Microprocessor index starting from the last 

sample (1993) through January 2000 in order to present a kind of before and after. 

Chart 1. 
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The significance of augmenting the PPJ with secondary data to enhance its coverage of cmpu pricing trends is 
apparent. 

As mentioned in the opening section, the first step in our inquiry was to identify the target. This step is largely 

complete, but at this point we are no closer to a technical definition ofcmpus than when we started. A basic 

understanding ofcmpu architecture is required ifthe PPJ is to effectively address the issue of calculating 

4 Bruce Grimm, a research economist with the BEA, sent a paper to the PPI for comment in 1996 titled "Quality Adjusted Price 
Indexes for Metal Oxide Semiconductor Microprocessor Integrated Circuits". He uses secondary source data to cons~ruct a 
summary chained Fisher index for cmpus from 1985 to 1994. The Fishercmpu index had an AGR of-35.3 percent for the 84
96 time frame (95-96 were extrapolated). The AGR for the PPI Microprocessor index in the same period was -2.9 percent. The 
difference in index formula (Fisher vs Laspeyres) can not explain the significant difference in AGRs. Ignoring index formulas 
and the empu segment (omitted from the BEA index), the most obvious difference is that BEA was able to purchase cmpu 
pricing data that was missing in the PPI. 
5 Pricing data for the major X86 cmpus are obtained from Microprocessor Report and Electronic News in 1,000 lot order sizes. 
Both publications are used as a cross-check for accuracy. 
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valuations for rapid technological change. For now, we can think of cmpus as semiconductor devices that are 

designed to process or execute instructions. They require power, memory and communication channels (input

output) to operate. 

Then and Now 

Intel invented the first mpu, the 4004, in 1971 which they initially marketed as a microprogrammable computer on 

a chip to computer hobbyists for around $200. Within two years, competitive pressure and faster processors 

forced the price of the 4004 below $100. Compared to modem cmpus, the 4004 was a crude device with 4 bit 

internal data paths, 2,300 transistors and an operating speed of l08Khz6
• Intel introduced its latest generation 

cmpu, the Pentium III, in 1999. This mainstream device includes 64 bit internal data paths, 28 million transistors, 

and a current maximum speed of 1,000Mhz. The Pentium III has additional architectural features that are far 

beyond the capabilities of 1971 technology. These features include but are not limited to LlIL2 caches, register 

renaming, out oforder execution, multiple instruction units, pipelining, and single instruction-multiple execution. 

The massive technological and performance differences between current generation cmpus and Intel's original 

device occurred as a progression ofadvances over time. Our initial view of this progression is best served with a 

simplified approach that limits technological comparisons to changes in the number of cmpu transistors used to 

manipulate data. 

The internal structure of the cmpu is composed of mUltiple functional units that are made up oflogic gates (if 1 do 

this; if 0 do that) which are in tum built with transistors. Transistors function as electronic switches in the sense 

they either allow the passage ofelectrons through a circuit, thereby signaling an ON condition, or block the flow of 

electrons signaling an OFF condition. This switching capability is key to a cmpu's ability to function because it is 

a binary device that can only accumulate and string together a series of I s and Os to represent words and numbers 

which in tum can be used as data or instructions. The ability ofa cmpu to perform useful work by executing 

instructions efficiently has a great deal to do with the design and layout, also referred to as the architecture of the 

device. In other words, if both manufacturer A and B produce competing cmpu products with a similar transistor 

coune, manufacturer A's device may outperform manufacturer B's due to a more efficient architecture. For this 

reason, and others, transistor counts should not be viewed as an absolute technology metric, but are useful as a 

general indicator of relative improvements in design as well as production processes. Table 1 shows the amazing 

increase (+12,172%) in the number of transistors that Intel has been able to design into their major cmpu products 

since 1971. 

6 Microprocessor Timeline 1971-1976; http://www.isiandnet.com/-kpolsson/comphist/compI971.htm 
1 And also use similar production technologies that yield comparable feature size. 
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Table 1* 

MPUProduct 
Year of 

Introduction # of Transistors % Change 
Intel 4004 1971 2,300 
Intel 8008 1972 3,500 52% 
Intel 8080 1974 4,000 13% 
Intel 8086 1978 29,000 625% 
Intel 80286 1982 134,000 362% 
Intel 80386 1985 275,000 105% 
Intel 80486 1989 1,200,000 336% 
Intel Pentium 1993 3,100,000 158% 
Intel Pentium Pro 1995 5,500,000 77% 
Intel Pentium II 1997 7,500,000 36% 
Intel Pentium III 1999 28,000,000 273% 
*From www.intel.com/intel/mllseum/25anniv/hof/tpecs.html. 

The rapid growth in transistors that are packed within a tiny slice of silicon is one of many possible measures of 

technological advances that have occurred over time. It is the magnitude of technical change that is of interest 

because ifunaccounted for in a price index, the index becomes unavoidably biased. 

The PPI did not publish a Microprocessor index in 1971, but we can hypothesize an extreme example and ask how 

the PPI would go about constructing a index (T=2000; T -1 =1971) while adjusting price change for the massive 

technological differences between the 4004 and a current generation cmpu. The Pentium III has a transistor count 

more than 12,000 times that of the 4004 and a Mhz rating that is more than 10,000 times faster. In terms of 

transistor density, the 400A had 2,300 transistor in a 12mm2 chip or 191 transistors per mm2 of silicon. The 

Pentium III packs 28 million transistors into a 106mm2 chip which is equivalent to 264,151 transistors per mm2 of 

silicon. These are a few of the characteristics (out ofhundreds) that partially define cmpu technical advances. 

Conventional PPI quality valuation methodology would use a comparison of production cost differences between 

the 4004 and Pentium III. This procedure (if relevant data could be obtained from manufacturers) implicitly 

assumes that a significant quality increase is accompanied by higher resource/input cost. To correctly apply 

changes in resource cost to value changes in cmpu quality requires that the PPI answer the question; What is the 

input cost difference between a obsolete cmpu and its replacement using the production function of the obsolete 

(Laspeyres) product? The relevant production function is reversed in a Paasche. However, one of the 

consequences ofMoore's LawS, is that cmpus not only get faster and better over time, but also cheaper. This is a 

powerful insight that is made possible by improvements in chip fabrication technologies that allow more transistors 

to be packed on smaller less costly chips. It is this latter point, lower unit cost that is related to technological. 

improvements, that make a direct comparison of resource costs problematic. New input technologies that 

8 Gordon Moore, cofounder of Intel Corp., postulated in 1965 that that the logic density of silicon transistors doubled every 
year; he later changed this to 18 months, and the figure still applies today. Moore's Law can be graphed as an exponential 
curve; although it starts slowly, the pace ofgrowth accelerates as time passes. Advances in cmpu input technologies have 
enabled producers to transform roomfuls ofvacuum tubes into chips the size ofa fingernail. 
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significantly change cmpu input requirements reflect a shift in the production function, not a movement along the 

function available in the reference period. Despite the difficult measurement problem caused by non-comparable 

production functions, it is important to keep the resource cost issue in perspective. Rapid technological change 

that simultaneously reduce unit input cost while substantially increasing output quality does NOT invalidate the 

resource cost approach in a output price index. While the PPI continues to emphasize the resource cost criteria for 

valuing quality change, cmpus and other high-tech products often require information that is not available in a real

time environment. 

Triplett (1983) presents a more lucid description ofthe resource cost measurement problem using the example of 

rapid advances in computers that also involve a shift in the production function. He supports the correctness ofthe 

resource cost approach, but states that the requirements function is unknown. That is, there may be data on the 

cost ofthe old machine under the old technology and the cost ofthe new machine under the new technology, but no 

data at all on the cost ofboth under comparable technologies. In fact, the PPI usually has no timely information 

on cmpu input costs for either the old or new technology. Triplett proposes taking the analysis ofquality change 

into characteristics space (hedonics) as one way of addressing the practical limitations of the resource cost criteria. 

However, the PPI's experience with hedonics9 has shown that this approach may not provide a viable alternative 

for some high tech goods. Hedonics, as applied to cmpus, will be discussed in a later section of this paper. 

CMPU Quality Improvement and Reduced Unit Input Cost 

A quick review of fundamental cmpu production processes will help explain how cmpu unit production cost can 

fall as technical features improve. The following description is oversimplified, so I highly recommend the book 

"Microchip Fabrication", 3rd Edition, by Peter Van Zant for a more complete description. 

The production process begins with the basic material, refined silicon, which is implanted with precise amounts of 

impuritiesJo. The introduction of impurities, also called doping, give the silicon desirable properties such an excess 

or deficiency ofelectrons. It is the flow of electrons that are controlled by transistors that enable the ON/OFF 

states recognized and manipulated by the cmpu. Silicon wafers enter a complex production process enabled by 

some of the most advanced equipment in the world, such as ion implanters and photolithography projectors that are 

so precise that the wavelength of ordinary light is relatively crude. Photolithography equipment uses an intense 

light source to project multiple images of integrated circuits onto the silicon wafer. The image patterns are 

captured by a special film called a resist that has been applied to the wafer. The pattern is transferred from the 

resist to the wafer by an acid etching process that physically imprints the precise outline of the circuit design into 

the wafer surface. Current technology enables production quantities (tens of millions) of cmpus with circuit 

features of0.18 micron or 1I600th the thickness of a human hair. These features can only be viewed through a 

powerful microscope and their ability to function correctly are due as much to physicists and materials scientists as 

9 The PPI has developed and applies quality valuations from hedonic models for several types ofcomputers, printers, and 
storage devices. See Holdway (199%). 
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to engineers and technicians. It is the rapid advances in production technology that enable discrete feature sizes 

that are beginning to approach the atomic level. In the 1980s many industry observers felt that the laws of physics 

would not allow semiconductor technology to break the 1.0 micron barrier. Since then the industry has introduced 

0.80, 0.50, 0.35, 0.25 and 0.18 micron devices and is currently shifting to 0.13 micron designs. Each shift to a new 

micron generation allows more features, such as transistors, to be packed into a smaller section ofa silicon wafer. 

As features are packed more tightly together the distance that electrons must travel is reduced, which improves 

performance. 

The production process can also be viewed through analogy. Stencils are widely used to transfer a painted pattern 

or design onto a surface. In a similar fashion, the electronic circuit pattern is printed on a quart:dchrome mask that 

functions like a stencil but allows light rather than paint to transfer the circuit design onto the silicon wafer. 

As the industry pursues lower cost and better performance, circuit designs have advanced to the point that the 

wave-height (amplitude) of most common light sources are too large to pass cleanly through the mask. This 

limitation was supposed to have been one ofthe laws of physics that would keep producers from breaking the 1.0 

micron barrier. With billions of dollars at stake, manufacturers of semiconductor production equipment introduced 

photolithography designs that utilize a 248 nanometer krypton-fluoride (KrF) excimer light source. Krfs 

amplitude is short enough to project circuit designs through masks that are designed for 0.18 micron feature sizes. 

Equipment is currently being installed in domestic semiconductor fabs that use 193 run argon fluoride (ArF)1I that 

will enable a further shrink to 0.13 micron. When demand for circuit designs drop below 0.13 micron, prototypes 

of 157 nm molecular fluoride are already in the development stage that will eventually enable the production of 

cmpus several times faster than current designs, while simultaneously reducing unit cost. 

Rather than get bogged down in the unique complexities of semiconductor production processes, I have attempted 

a couple of crude drawings (figures 1 and 2) that illustrate the general effects of industry shifts to more advanced 

micron technologies. 

10 Primarily phosphorous or boron. 

II ASML, SVG Shoot-out/or 157nm IP, Electronic News, 7-12-99, pg. 76. 
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Figure 2 (0.35 micron design) Figure 1 (0.25 micron design) 

Figures 1 and 2 represent 0.25 and 0.35 micron technology respectively. Wafer diameter is 8" in both processes, 

but it is clear that the 0.25 micron technology yields more usable cmpu dies (chips) than the 0.35 micron 

technology. Usable dies12 are outlined in gray. Notice that the rectangular dies that are on the outer perimeter of 

the wafer are not fully formed and represent waste. The number of usable die shown in Figures 1 and 2 are for 

illustrative purposes and do not represent the actual yield improvement made possible by a shift from 0.35 to 0.25 

micron technology. 

Further details will be provided shortly, but for now let's assume that a producer is manufacturing 100Mhz cmpus 

using a 0.35 micron technology which yields 6 usable chips as shown in Figure 2. We also assume that each 8" 

wafer in figure 2 costs the producer $1,000 including an amortization factor that accounts for plant facilities and all 

capital equipment used in the production process. Under this scenario each 100Mhz cmpu costs $166.66 

($1,00016). Now suppose that the producer can modify or introduce new production equipment which enables a 

shift to a 0.25 micron technology as shown in Figure 1. The new technology yields 26 usable cmpus but the cost of 

each 8" silicon wafer increases from $1,000 to $1,500 because ofthe investment in new capital equipment 

required to implement the 0.25 micron process. Each cmpu produced at 0.25 microns cost the producer $57.69 

($1,500/26), a substantial reduction in unit cost despite the increased cost per wafer. In addition, the 0.25 micron 

cmpus operate at 133Mhz due to the shorter distance that electrons must travel in the smaller device. The producer 

has not only lowered unit cost, but now has a faster (better) product to offer buyers. A few liberties were taken 

with this example to help illustrate one ofthe fundamental enablers ofMoore's Law. 

12 J am ignoring defects such as those caused by dust or other impurities that can destroy the tiny circuit connections within the 
chip. 
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MicroDesign Resources presents a more elegant and precise description of the impact of shrinking feature size on 

production cost in their semiannual review ofIntel's manufacturing process which is called Intel Microprocessor 

Forecast, Product Roadmap, Volumes, Costs, & Prices (IMF). This resource will be cited frequently because it 

not only focuses on the most important cmpu producer in the world, but also because the authors (Linley Gwennap 

and Mel Thompsonl3) have worked for many years in the semiconductor industry as microprocessor designers and 

product managers. Each edition ofIMF devotes a chapter to an analysis ofIntel's production costs that help to 

relate the concepts described above to one of the most important economic forces in the semiconductor industry. 

For example, table 2 describes the evolution of the Pentium based on data provided by the 3rd Edition (1998) of 

IMF, tables 5-3 and 5-4 pgs 55 and 57. 

Table 2 
Wafer Gross Die Net Die Die Package Total 

MPUlMicron Cost per Wafer Per Wafer Cost Cost* Chip Cost 
PentiumlO.80 $1,900 80 24 $80 $31 $111 
PentiumlO.50 $2,400 175 89 $27 $25 $52 
PentiumlO.35 $3,000 298 194 $15 $25 $40 
*Includes assembly and test {The production process through Die Cost is normally handled at one ofIntel's 

domestic Fabs (in 1997), but packaging and test is handled at offshore Intel owned facilities primarily located in 

Malaysia and the Philippines. Offshore packaging and test is not an Intel specific practice but is used by many 

semiconductor producers to reduce cost.] 


Gwennap and Thompson estimate wafer costsl4 by assuming full utilization (a sound assumption for Intel) and 

depreciate the cost of the fab and production equipment using the 4-year straight line method. The first iteration of 

the Pentium was introduced in 1993 using a 0.80 micron technology yielding 24 usable die per 8" wafer. Intel 

shifted Pentium production to 0.50 micron in 1994 which more than tripled the number ofgood die per wafer to 89 

and then to 0.35 micron in 1995/96 which more than doubled good die to 194. 

Note that the ratio ofnet (good) die to gross die per wafer increases at each process shrink. At 0.80 micron, only 

30 percent (24/80) ofthe gross chips were usable, but at 0.35 micron the percent of usable chips jumped to 65 

percent (194/298). There are several technical reasons why process shrinks improve the net to gross ratio but one 

of the most often discussed is defect density. Manufacturers spend millions of dollars to construct clean rooms to 

help minimize defects in their expensive wafers. These defects are often caused by tiny particles (even dust) that 

contaminate circuit pathways or features. A dust particle that may seem otherwise insignificant takes on the 

destructive proportions of a large boulder in the tiny sub-micron world of cmpus and other semiconductor 

13 Both authors are regular speakers at the annual Microprocessor Forum attended by most of the mpu producers including 
Intel, AMD, Texas Instruments, Cyrix, Hitachi, NEC and MIPS. 
14 Clean or unprocessed wafers (8") that exclude amortization offab and production equipment, cost less than $200. It is the 
investment in the fab and production equipment that now routinely exceed $1 billion that drive wafer costs to the levels shown 
in Table 2. Note that the estimated wafer costs do not include the upfront cost of designing a new microprocessor or 
developing a new Ie process. IMF estimates these up front costs at $200 million or more, but because ofIntel's huge volumes 
they would add only afew dollars to the unit cost. 
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products. Suppose a manufacturer is able to control the number of fatal occurrences of contamination so that they 

average no more than 10 per wafer. If the manufacturer can shift production to a new generation technology that 

enables the number ofgross die to increase from 100 to 200, then the defect ratio will on average drop from 1 in 10 

to 1 in 20. The higher gross number of die made possible by shifting to a more advanced technology, is further 

enhanced by lower defect densities. In other words, the ratio ofnet (marketable) Pentiums to gross Pentiums 

increase as microns decrease. 

Drawing from the far right column in table 2, the shift from 0.80 to 0.50 micron reduced unit cost from $111 to $52 

or 53 percent. Unit costs were reduced again with the shift to 0.35 micron, dropping from $52 to $40 or 23 

percent. These unit cost reductions were accompanied by equally impressive quality improvements in cmpu 

performance. The 0.80 micron process yielded 60 and 66Mhz Pentiums, which were accelerated to 75, 90 and 

100Mhz with the shift to 0.50 micron. Introduction of0.35 micron technology enabled ajump to 120 and 

ultimately to 200Mhz15
• The rapid transitions from 0.80 to 0.50 to 0.35 micron production technologies occurred 

over a brief3 year period (1993-1995) and the pace continues to quicken. 

Sematech, an industry research organization has recently changed it's highly regarded roadmap that presents a 

timetable for the introduction of new process technologies used for planning purposes by semiconductor equipment 

OEMs. The revised timetable was characterized in Semiconductor Business News, 6-9-99, with the observation 

that; In the late 1990s, the pace a/process shrinks has acceleratedfrom three-year cycles to two years or less ... 16. 

Electronic Buyers News (www.ebonline.com) reported on Intel's comments concerning their next process shrink 

with the statement, Intel expects to achieve another 30% reduction in costs from the increased yields in the die 

shrink by moving to the 0.13- micron generation. 

CMPU Quality Change: Three Paths 

At this point, the reader may understandably, but incorrectly, conclude that unit costs for cmpus are inevitably 

reduced over time. As long as we refer to the same cmpu generation and investments in more advanced production 

equipment continue to provide positive returns, speeds will increase and unit costs should decline. However, unit 

costs are likely to initially increase when new generation cmpus are introduced, and then 

IS Multiple speed ratings produced within a single micron process are a technical issue based partly on the amount of heat 
generated by the cmpu at a specified speed. Thermal tolerances are established by engineers to ensure product reliability. 
Tolerances must take into account several factors including voltage, resistance, and projected speed ratings because, in a given 
process, an increase in any ofthe three will increase heat. The photolithography process, while extremely accurate by most 
measures, does not transfer circuit designs to silicon with zero variance. To the extent that a slight imperfection/irregularity is 
created in a circuit path, additional resistance to the flow ofelectrons may be introduced. This additional resistance creates 
more heat at a given operating speed. Therefore in the 0.80 micron process, tiny imperfections may cause one cmpu to reach its 
thermal limit at 60Mhz, while an otherwise identical cmpu is able to remain within tolerance at 66Mhz. 
16 Robert Lineback, Semiconductor Business News, as reported by Electronic Buyers News Online
www.ebnonline.comistory/OEGI9990609S0007. 
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resume a downward trend. Additional cost may also be incurred when an existing generation is modified as was 

the case when the Pentium was redesigned in 1996 to include new instructions that improved integer performance. 

The redesigned Pentium was called the Pentium MMX and because of its larger L 1 cache (Ll will be described 

later), was physically larger and more costly than the Pentium. Intel attempted to compensate for the size 

differential by shifting from a 0.35 to a 0.28 micron process which was only partialIy successful. 

The MMX represented more of a design tweak, while the Pentium II (introduced in 1997) is an example of a new 

generation product. The Pentium II was initially produced in the same 0.28 micron process used for the MMX, but 

the Pentium II had so many additional features that it required 7.5 million transistors compared to the 5.5 million in 

the MMX. Without the benefit of a more advanced input technology, the Pentium II was physically larger than the 

PentiumIMMX which resulted in less good die per wafer and higher unit production cost. Table 3 extends the data 

provided in table 2 to include the MMX and Pentium II. 

Table 3 
Wafer Gross Die Net Die Die Package Total 

MPUIMicron Cost per Wafer per Wafer Cost Cost* Chip Cost 

PentiumlO.80 $1,900 80 24 $80 $31 $111 
PentiumlO.50 $2,400 175 89 $27 $25 $52 
PentiumlO.35 $3,000 298 194 $15 $25 $40 
Pentium MMX/O.28 $2,800 206 125 $22 $21 $43 
Pentium II/O.28* $2,800 123 58 $49 $31 $80 
*The Pentium II was introduced with a new package called slot J which included a 5i2K L2 Cache. This 
additionalfeature (not available with the PentiumlMMX) has been excluded to keep the cost estimates reasonably 
comparable. Pentiums were also designed to work with L2 caches, but they were normally provided as a separate 
device (and cost) by the motherboard manufacturer. 

Note that Gwennap and Thompson estimate total amortized wafer cost for the 0.28 micron MMX and Pentium II 

dropped relative to the predecessor 0.35 micron wafer cost. The reduced wafer cost estimate is due to Intel's 

decision to refit existing 0.35 micron production facilities to make them 0.28 micron capable. By modifying 

existing facilities and equipment that were already partially amortized Intel was able to reduce wafer cost relative 

to the construction ofa new production facility. Making broad generalizations for an industry as complex as 

semiconductors is probably ill-advised and can easily lead to embarrassing contradictions. Nevertheless, wafer 

costs should increase as multigenerational production shifts occur, but may actually decrease when existing 

facilities are modified to implement a single generation shift. 

Returning to the example of the MMX and Pentium II, while the shift from 0.35 to 0.28 micron reduced wafer cost, 

unit cost is actualIy higher for MMX and Pentium II because of their relative bulk. The reduced yield that is 

directly caused by the physically larger cmpus is pinpointed by Gwennap and Thompson in table 4 through 

destructive analysis (opening the package that seals and protects the cmpu). 
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Table 4 
MPUlProduction Process Die Size 

Pentium @ 0.80 micron 294mm2 

Pentium @ 0.50 micron 148mm2 

Pentium @ 0.35 micron 91mm2 

Pentium MMX @0.28 micron 128mm2 

Pentium II @ 0.28 micron 203mm2 

The data presented in table 4 can be viewed as a kind of forensic trail that enables us to better understand how 

input quantities and costs are affected by the three primary types ofcmpu quality change. These changes are 

identified as Types 1,2 and 3. 

Type 1: The first three Pentium entries in table 4 are examples of type 1 quality changes. As the input technology 

advances from 0.80 to 0.50 and finally to 0.35 micron, the physical size of the chip is progressively reduced which 

directly lowers cost and improves quality. Type 1 changes refer to input quantity (technology) changes that 

generally result in lower unit cost and better quality, in this case speed. Type 1 changes DO NOT include changes 

to an MPU's architecture or designl7. 

Type 2: The fourth entry is the Pentium MMX which represents a type 2 quality change. The Pentium's 

architecture was altered with MMX in two important ways. First, 57 new instructions were added that were 

specific to multimedia integer performance. The second change doubled the L1 cache size. This latter change was 

the primary reason that the number of transistors jumped 36 percent relative to the Pentium (3.3 vs 5.5 million). A 

type 2 quality change includes architectural modifications that do not involve a redesign ofcore logic functions. In 

other words, type 2 changes DO NOT include modifications that define a new generation cmpu. Marginal changes 

to input quantities under the type 2 scenario do not have a fixed impact on unit cost. Unit costs, depending on the 

nature of the design change and the production process used, can decline, increase or, though unlikely, remain 

constant. 

Type 3: The Pentium II entry is an example ofa type 3 quality change. Architectural differences between the 

Pentium II and the PentiumIMMX are so significant that they represent a new class of cmpu. Some of the most 

important distinguishing characteristics of the Pentium II architecture are described below. 

• 	 Dynamic Execution Technology: Enables out oforder and speculative execution. Dynamic execution 

is designed to minimize linear constraints that are inevitable in software programs. This new 

technology enables up to four instructions per clock cycle compared to the Pentium's two instructions 

per cycle. 

17 The Pentium underwent some minor peripheral changes, the most notable a reduction in voltage from its initial 5 volts to 3.3 
volts. The voltage reduction was made possible by smaller feature sizes and should be considered a quality improvement due to 
improved energy efficiency and lower heat dissipation. This type of quality improvement is similar to the improvement in 
speed that is, in effect, a byproduct of the input quantity change that reduced the cmpus physical dimensions. Several other 
improvements were made that had the effect of removing certain latencies in the Pentium's circuit design. These improvements 
were of a highly technical nature and beyond the scope ofthis paper. (See Intel Technology Journal 3Q97 for details). 
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• 	 Superpipelining: The Pentium II's pipeline (think of pipelines as an instruction queue) extends to 12 

stages compared to the Pentium's relatively small 5 stage pipeline. The practical consequence of 

deeper pipelines is the ability to achieve higher clock speeds using the same manufacturing process. 

Intel claims that the Pentium II's pipeline enables up to a 50 percent Mhz increase relative to the 

Pentium, even ifthe same micron production process is used for both cmpus. 

• 	 Dual Independent Bus Architecture: Essentially provides a dedicated bus to the L2 cache. This 

enables a much greater cache throughput. For example the PentiumIMMX was limited to a 66Mhz 

shared L2/system bus, while the Pentium II's dedicated L2 bus could be clocked at half the MPU speed 

(i.e. a 300Mhz Pentium II's L2 cache runs at 150Mhz). 

These architectural improvements are only a part ofa more comprehensive list described by Intel in their Pentium 

II Processor Performance Brief, January 1998 (order # 243336-004). A type 3 quality change always includes 

fundamental changes in core logic design. The new mix of input quantities usually result in higher unit cost 

relative to the previous generation cmpu. Note that the higher unit cost of type 3 change tends to be quickly offset 

with more advanced input technologies as a series of type 1 changes progressively shrink the physical dimensions 

of the new generation cmpu. For example, Intel introduced the Pentium II at 0.28 microns in May 1997, but then 

shifted to a 0.25 micron production process eight months later. The new process decreased unit coses 30 percent 

from $80 to $56. Another benefit of this type 1 quality change was that the Pentium II's maximum speed increased 

from 300Mhz to 450Mhz. 

The three types of quality change described are the most common examples that are likely to be encountered in a 

price index covering cmpus. However, before proceeding to the next section, additional context is needed for type 

2 changes. Due to industry hype and America's love affair with things that are new and improved it is easy to fall 

into the trap of assuming that cmpus only improve over time. This assumption, if blindly adhered to, can distort 

perceptions about how technology is wielded by producers to protect or expand market share. For example, speed 

or Mhz ratings continue to rapidly increase and if used as a quality benchmark would imply an unbroken upward 

quality trend. One could ask the question, if other metrics besides the superficial speed ratings were used, would 

the quality trend maintain this unbroken upward path? 

To illustrate, we need only review Intel's Pentium II product lineup. The Pentium II was introduced at 233 and 

266Mhz in May 1997 at $636 and $775 respectiveli9
• By May 1998, the prices for these cmpus had fallen to $198 

and $246, but Intel's Pentium II offerings had expanded to include additional speed ratings shown in table 5. 

Table 5 

IS The 0.25 micron process increased the yield or net die per wafer from 58 to 120. Net die increased more than 100 percent, 

but total amortized wafer cost for the new process increased only 21 percent (from $2,800 to $3,400). It is no wonder that Intel 

plowed back over $4 billion in capital expenditures in 1997 and $5 billion in 1998 to convert to the 0.25 micron process. IMF, 

tbl. 5-4, pg. 57. 

19IMF, tbl. A-3, pg. 114. 
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0.28 Micron 
PII-233 

0.28 Micron 
PII-266 

0.28 Micron 
CPII-266 

0.28 Micron 
PII-300 

0.28 Micron 
PII-333 

$198 $246 $155 $375 $492 
Prices are based on 1,000 lot quantities effective 5-98. 

The most interesting entry in table 5 is the CPII-266Mhz that Intel introduced on 5-98 at $155. All cmpus shown 

were produced in the same 0.28 micron process and therefore have approximately the same die cost. The cpn is 

actually a new version bfthe Pentium II that has been stripped ofall L2 cache to reduce package cost (a type 2 

quality change). Intel called this modified Pentium II the "Celeron" and introduced it to maintain market share in 

the low-margin but high volume segmenfO of the PC market. To the unwary buyer, the Celeron ran at a 

respectable 266Mhz. However, with no L2 cache, the Celeron was widely reported in various industry journals 

such as PC Magazine to have lower performance than the PREVIOUS generation 233 Mhz Pentium MMX. By 

Intel's own admission, the elimination ofthe L2 cache in the 266Mhz Celeron reduced performance by 30 perceneJ 

relative to the 266Mhz Pentium n with an L2 cache. 

A more complex example of a quality decline can be observed with Intel's 486 cmpu family. One of the big 

improvements in the 486 relative to its predecessor product, the 386, was the addition of a floating point unit 

(FPU). FPUs enable much faster calculations of formulas that involve fractional numbers which are commonplace 

in engineering, drawing, statistical and multimedia applications. Prior to the 486, if a consumer needed floating 

point performance they had to buy a separate specialized chip in addition to the cmpu. Intel produced two versions 

ofthe 486, the DX and the Sx. The DX was introduced in 1989 at more than $900 which limited sales to the 

relatively low volume high performance segment of the PC market. In order to penetrate the high volume low end 

of the PC market Intel needed to reduce prices while simultaneously displacing its previous generation 38622
• So, 

in 1991 Intel introduced the 486 SX. The 486 DX and SX were identical, except that Intel disabled23 the FPU in 

the SX to rationalize a lower price. The SX enabled Intel to offer a product to the low end market without 

cannibalizing high margin DX sales. Since the SX was really a DX with the FPU disabled at the factory, 

accounting for quality change based on a change in input quantities is problematic. IMF estimates that $1.5 billion 

of SX chips were sold between 1 Q93 and 2Q95. Unfortunately their revenue data does not capture pre-1993 sales 

so much of the total SX revenue is missing. Even though revenues are incomplete, it is clear that despite reduced 

capability the SX was a successful product. 

One last example to show that cmpu quality declines are no fluke can be found in Intel's first 32 bit cmpu, the 386. 

20 It is also pertinent that Intel's competition (Le. AMD and Cyrix) were gaining market share in this segment. 

21 Based on Intel's composite performance benchmark which they call I-Comp. The 266Mhz Pentium II was rated by Intel at 

3.03 I-Comps, but Intel could only coax 2.13 I-Comps from the 266Mhz Celeron. 

22 One of the reasons Intel wanted to steer the PC market away from the 386 to the 486 was because AMD offered a competing 

386. In fact AMD offered a less expensive and faster 386 (40Mhz vs 33Mhz). 

23 The emasculation of the 486 was well documented in technicaljournals such as the PC Processors Guide @ 

http://www.x86.orglarticles/computalklhelp.htm which stated that; Unbeknownst to the consumer, the 80486 SXwas an 80486 

DXwith a non-functional math unit (though later versions ofthe chip actually removed the math unit). 
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The 386, like the 486, were offered in a OX and SX version. The OX was introduced in 1985, followed by the SX 

in 1988. As in the previous example, Intel felt the need to move the 386 from the relatively low volume high 

performance segment of the market to the high volume low end of the market without sacrificing the OX's high 

profit margins24
• Intel wanted to protect high margin OX sales by introducing a 386 with lower performance 

characteristics which they called the Sx. Unlike the 486, the 386 had no FPU to disable. Instead, Intel decided to 

go back to the old 16 bit system bus used in the predecessor 286. Ofcourse mating the 32 bit 386 with a 16 bit 

system bus seems a bit odd, but was successful in the marketplace. Essentially Intel was offering a cmpu that 

could internally process data 32 bits at a time, but could only communicate with other system components, such as 

DRAM, 16 bits at a time. Intel's I-Comp performance benchmar~5 showed that their re-introduction ofold 16 bit 

technology for the SX reduced performance 26 percent relative to the OX. 

These examples have been presented for two reasons. The first is to show that cmpu performance has not followed 

an unbroken upward path over time despite the general accuracy and popular acceptance ofMoore's Law. The 

second is to point out that if the PPI adopts new procedures for valuing cmpu quality improvements without also 

capturing quality declines, then price measurement will have an unavoidable downward bias of unknown 

magnitude. This caveat is also relevant when applied to alternative cmpu indexes based on average price data that 

are produced outside ofBLS from time to time. 

It would be disingenuous to imply that the PPI has been able to properly value and account for technological 

change in its cmpu price measurements. The standard PPI methodologies for valuing quality change is rather 

limited when faced with quality improvements that are accompanied by reduced input costs due to shifts in the 

production function. 

The remainder of this paper will describe possible solutions to the problem ofvaluing cmpu technological change. 

One of the criteria for an acceptable alternative is that it must enable the PPI to calculate reasonable and consistent 

estimates for the value of technical change so that the residual price relative yields a measure of pure price change . 

. Standard PPI Quality Adjustment Procedures 

Choosing among standard PPI methodologies to adjust cmpu price relatives for violations of the targeted Fixed

Input Output Price Index (FIOPI) model is a conceptually difficult obstacle. To cut to the quick, I will use simple 

price relative calculations to clearly show the consequences ofchoosing among standard PPI procedures to value 

quality change. The PPI's Laspeyres formula is ignored because it is needlessly cumbersome for this purpose and 

more useful for comparing index formula aggregation effects which are beyond the scope of this paper. The 

24 The 386DX cost Intel $141 and was sold for $900 according to Inside Intel, pg. 282. 
25 The University ofBerkeley maintains a web site @www.infopadeecs.berkeley.eduiCIC/suimmary that provides a history of 
Intel performance benchmarks that are no longer directly available from Intel. According to this site, Intel rated the 25Mhz 386 
DX at 49 I-Comps and the 25Mhz SX at 39 I-Comps. Note that I-Comps are recalibrated over time so that they are often not 
comparable from one cmpu generation to the next. 
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examples are limited to the most common type 1 quality changes because if an acceptable solution26 for type 1 is 

adopted, then it should also be applicable to type 2 and 3 changes. 


The pricing data shown in table 6 overlap different input technologies and will be used to contrast the differences 


among standard PPI quality adjustment procedures on price relative calculations at the item level. 


*Table6 


60Mhz 
(0.80 micron) 

66Mbz 
(0.80 micron) 

90Mhz 
(0.50 micron) 

120Mhz 
(0.35 micron) 

2Q93 $878 $965 N/A N/A 
2Q94 $675 $750 $849 N/A 
May 95 $245 $260 $377 $935 
Nov 95 $230 discontinued $230 discontinued $247 $357 
*Pnces are based on 1,000 umt order SIze. From IMF, 3rd Ed., Tbl. A2, pg. 113. 

We can further simplifY with the assumption that the domestic cmpu universe was limited to 60 and 66Mhz 

Pentiums in 1993. The PPI samples this universe and disaggregates to the 66Mhz version. Tracking price change 

for this cmpu to its end-oHife on Nov 95 is straightforward. Based on the prices in table 6, example A shows that 

the PPI's Microprocessor index would have dropped 76 percent over this 2 Y2 year period. 

Example A: $P66/$P66= [1- $230/$965] =-76% 

However, since both 60 and 66Mhz are discontinued in Nov. 1995, what replacement cmpu should be selected to 

maintain index continuity? The closest match is 90Mhz produced with the more advanced 0.50 micron input 

technology. One of the problems presented by the proposed substitute is that it represents a shift in the production 

possibilities curve. In other words, the assumption of fixed input quantities, including technology, that is basic to 

the PPJ's target FIOPI model has been violated. The correct adjustment for this violation is one of the most 

difficult challenges faced by PPI analysts. Standard PPI methodology offers several possible techniques that will 

theoretically address this situation depending on the amount of information that is available27
• 

Direct Compare 
For example, ifthe discontinued 66Mhz and its 90Mhz replacement are deemed to be very similar and no cost 

information is available, perhaps a direct comparison is appropriate. Using direct comparison, the $17 premium 

for the replacement results in a 7.3 percent increase in example B. 

Example B: $P90/$P66= [1-$247/$230]= +7.3% 

On the other hand, the replacement has a speed rating that is 36 percent faster than its predecessor. This is hardly 

an insignificant difference and is completely ignored in a direct comparison. If cmpu output were defined in terms 

of Mhz, then the PPJ's use of direct comparison will grossly understate output. 

26 Any proposed methodology designed to value cmpu quality change must take into account a resource constrained operational 
environment that may affect the choice ofthe "best" solution. 
27 Gousen, Monk, and Gerduk provide an overview ofstandard QA procedures in Producer Price Measurement, Concepts and 
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Direct Link 
Standard PPI methodology also includes a direct link procedure to compare prices of a discontinued product and its 

replacement. With direct link, an implicit assUmption is made that the entire price difference between the obsolete 

product and its replacement is due to quality change. In other words if we view quality change strictly in terms of 

Mhz, then direct link treats the $17 price premium for the replacement as a valuation for the increased quantity of 

Mhz. The direct link adjusted price relative is shown in example C. 

Example C: $P90-VQN$P66= [1-($247-$17)/$230]= 1-$230/$230= 0.0% 

Direct link is often used when the PPI analyst does not have the information required to estimate an explicit quality 

valuation and the difference between the old and new products are significant enough that a direct comparison 

appears to be inappropriate. The direct link, if used frequently for products like cmpus that undergo significant 

and rapid change, will almost certainly introduce bias of unknown magnitude and direction into the PPl. The 

problem is an old one, but takes on added importance as "high-tech" products continue to grow relative to GDP. 

Explicit Quality Adjustment 

The preferred methodology in the PPI's quality adjustment arsenal is an explicit valuation of technical change. 

Using the previous example of the 66Mhz to 90Mhz transition, the PPI analyst would ask the reporter to provide an 

estimate for the change in marginal cost that is directly tied to the 24Mhz difference between old and new 

products. In a output index, significant improvements in quality are assumed to require additional inputs and it is 

the cost of additional inputs that are used to value related quality improvements. If the opposite occurs and quality 

declines significantly, say from 90Mhz to 66Mhz, then it is assumed that input quantities have been reduced and 

the cost reduction associated with new input requirements are used to value quality decline. In both cases a 

violation of the FIOPI model has occurred. 

The methodology of using changes in marginal input cost to value quality change, in theory, returns the PPI to the 

original base period production possibilities curve. Some may say that we have "fixed" the violation of the FIOPI 

model when quality adjustment procedures are applied correctly. To illustrate, let's pretend that we have not yet 

reached a transition point in which the industrial revolution is giving way to the information technology revolution. 

The traditional industrial sector is generally more amenable to the PPI's explicit quality adjustment assumptions. 

More specifically, in the short term, measurements of increased quality are positively correlated with more costly 

inputs (higher marginal cost). Under this scenario, if the PPI needs to replace 66Mhz with a 90Mhz and we 

discover that the 90Mhz product has an additional marginal cost of $50 then the PPI analyst is on solid footing. 

Applying standard explicit quality adjustment procedures, the price relative is simply. recalculated in example D to 

account for the increased marginal cost that is tied to the 24Mhz improvement. 

Example D: $P90-VQN$P66= [1-($247-$50)/$230]=1-$197/$230= -14.3% 

Methods, pgs 95-99. 
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In example D the effect of the $50 dollar valuation for quality improvement is to transform a 7 percent increase in 

the directly compared nominal relative (example B) into a 14 percent decline in the explicit quality adjusted price 

relative. As long as the change in marginal cost exceeds the difference in nominal prices, then a pure price decline 

has occurred. If the increase in marginal cost is less than the increase in nominal prices then a pure price increase 

has occurred and if the change in marginal cost is equal to the difference in nominal prices then no change will be 

recorded (equivalent in effect to a direct link). 

In the context of a deflator, because the PPI's explicit quality procedure for the new product "adjusts" the price 

relative from a nominal increase to a decline, the "real" measure ofcmpu output increases. On the other hand, 

~irect comparison makes no adjustment for technological change and simply measures the nominal price increase 

which decreases the real measure ofcmpu output. In this case we know that the valuation oftechnology change 

embedded in the 90Mhz cmpu exceeds its price premium relative to 66 Mhz and therefore represents more output. 

Thus, the explicit quality adjustment procedure provides a closer approximation for measures of real cmpu output. 

But if we try to use the explicit quality adjustment procedure to "fix" violations of the FIOPI model when quality 

improvements are accompanied by declining resource costs then we run into trouble. Using the rationale in the 

previous example, iftechnological improvements result in lower unit input costs, then the amount ofthis reduction 

should be added to rather than subtracted from the numerator of the price comparison. Or, if a technological 

decline results in higher input costs, then the amount ofthe increase should be subtracted from the price 

comparison. Both instances, using circular logic, should return the PPI to the original production possibilities 

curve. 

The real effect would be as follows: The 66Mhz cmpu has reached end-of-life and is replaced by 90Mhz to 

maintain index continuity. The reporter informs the PPI analyst that the 90Mhz cost $50 less than the 66Mhz 

version. If we blindly follow the standard explicit quality adjustment formula then the adjusted price relative 

comparison will take the form in example E reSUlting in a 29 percent price increase. 

Example E: $P90+VQAI$P66= [1-($247+$50)/$230]=1-$2971230= +29.1 % 

Remember that the nominal price increase associated with new cmpu is only 7 percent. We can make the example 

more extreme if the reporter decides to pass on half ofthe cost savings to the consumer by offering the 90Mhz for 

$222 instead of$247. The adjusted price relative is restated to show this in example. F. 

Example F: $P90+VQAI$P66= [1-($222+$50)/$230]=1-$272/$230= +18.2% 

In example F the nominal price change is a negative 3.5 percent (1-$222/$230 = -3.5), but the PPI "quality

adjustment" transforms the nominal decline into an 18 percent increase for the faster, cheaper replacement. 

Explicit quality adjustment will continue to be used extensively in the PPI, but one can question if this procedure 

"fixes" violations of the FIOPI model for the rapidly growing information technology sector. As high technology 
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industries continue to grow in importance, many ofthe tools and concepts used by PPI analysts may need to be 

refined if we are to properly account for rapid quality change. I do not mean to imply that all information 

technology related industries constantly improve quality while simultaneously reducing unit cost. However, in 

addition to semiconductors, other high profile industries such as computers and telecommunications continue to 

offer greater functionality and performance while lowering unit production costs relative to predecessor products. 

A case can be made that semiconductors take on the role of mother and computer and telecommunication products 

the role ofchildren. The Semiconductor Industry Association's (SIA) 1999 directory estimates that computers 

contain more than half the semiconductors sold worldwide. Advances in semiconductors that can be characterized 

as "better and cheaper" are quickly adopted by computer and telecommunication equipment manufacturers to 

produce better products with lower input costs. No one questions that technical capabilities ofcomputers have 

advanced tremendously over the last decade while prices have plunged28 
• To the extent that advanced procedures 

such as hedonic models are used to value quality change in computers, but not semiconductors, measures ofoutput 

and productivity at the industry level are distorted. One of the consequences ofthis distortion is that real computer 

net output has been overstated due to an understatement oftheir most important input, semiconductors. 

Alternative Quality Adjustment Methodologies 

The challenge ofaccounting for new input technologies that reduce unit cost while improving quality was 

originally addressed by the PPI in the late 1980s when hedonic regression techniques were applied to an 

experimental computer index29
• After careful review of the performance and production worthiness of the 

experimental indexes, the PPI officially began publication ofComputer industry price indexes on December 1990. 

These were the first indexes to be integrated into the PPI structure that employed hedonic models to value quality 

change. In the field ofgovernment produced economic data, the PPI was not entering uncharted territory. The 

BEA introduced hedonic models30 into the NIPAs to produce constant quality price indexes for computers in 1985. 

BEA's chief economist at the time, Jack Triplett, presents a clear description ofthe conceptual framework for 

applying hedonic techniques in The Economic Interpretation ofHedonic Models, Survey of Current Business, Jan. 

1986. 

The introduction of hedonic models into the NIPAs did not go unchallenged. Jorgenson and Stiroh (1994) present 

an interesting description of the controversy in Computers and Growth. They describe a "heated exchange" 

between BEA and Edward Dennison, one ofthe founders ojNIPA methodology in the 1950s and head ofnational 

28 PC Magazine (8-88) reviewed a Compaq Deskpro 386S PC equipped with a 16Mhz 386, 1MB ofDRAM, 40MB hard drive 
and DOS 3.1 that sold for the astronomical (by today's standards) $5,199. Compaq currently (1999) offers desktop PCs with a 
Pentium III 500Mhz, 64MB ofSDRAM, DVD drive, 17" Monitor, 3D Video capability, sound card w/speakers, MS Office 

and one year on-site warranty for around $2,000. 

29 Sinclair, Catron, An Experimental Price Index/or the Computer Industry, Monthly Labor Review, Bureau ofLabor Statistics, 

Oct. 1990, pgs. 16-24. 

30 BEA's model was based on a IBM study, Quality-Adjusted Price Indexes/or Computer Processors and Selected Peripheral 

Equipment, that was presented in the Jan. 1986 issue of Survey ofCurrent Business, pgs. 41-50. 
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accounts at BEAfrom 1979 to 1982. Dennison attacked the use ofhe do nics and argued Vigorously against the 

introduction ofconslant quality indices into NIPA. Triplett provided some of the key counterpoints to Dennison's 

position, particularly that correctly specified31 models not only measured changes in consumer utility but also 

changes in marginal cost. Triplett went on to say that ... implicit prices measure value on both sides ofthe market, 

as do any prices. 

If Dennison had prevailed, then one can assume (in a worst case scenario) that the BEA would have continued to 

estimate computer industry output by measuring changes in nominal revenues. Measuring changes in computer 

output by changes in nominal revenue implicitly assumes a price index of 1 for the three decades of tremendous 

advances in computer technology prior to 1985. This of course is a difficult position to defend, but since the PPI 

did not introduce its own computer price index until 1990, the BEAhad little choice but to develop an alternative. 

Applying Hedonic Techniques in the PPI 

The PPI's implementation ofhe do nics differs from the BEA in that price indexes are not directly calculated from a 

hedonic model based on pooled data and time dummy variables. Instead the PPI builds cross-sectional models to 

calculate values or implicit prices of computer characteristics. These values are then used to adjust prices reported 

to the PPI by producers when the characteristics oftheir sampled products change. Hedonic models and their 

supporting databases are updated on a regular basis (quarterly for desktop computers), to account for the rapid 

introduction of new characteristics. 

Unfortunately correctly specified hedonic models for dynamic products can be elusive as technology induced 

disequilibriums may cause independent variables to have different interpretations for different observations. 

Comprehensive industry knowledge is one ofthe most important prerequisites in developing correctly specified 

models for technologically complex products. Otherwise, how do you judge the suitability of a supporting 

database (they are often expensive)? Even with a detailed understanding of technological features and how they 

interact, the availability ofan appropriate supporting database is a major problem. This last point is not 

particularly newsworthy to anyone that has developed a hedonic model for high-tech products, but I mention the 

issue because it has a special relevance for cmpus. 

I have no doubt that BEA's hedonic model for cmpus (see footnote 4) was supported by the required detailed 

product knowledge. But I do question the use ofmodels based on long-term pooled databases within the PPI to 

adjust directly reported producer prices for current period quality change. The specifics of the problem are best 

presented through a brief review ofcommonly available cmpu characteristics. Rather than analyze each of the 

characteristics in BEA's model, the review is limited to the Mhz and transistor characteristics. Mhz and transistors 

,are two of the most common and accurately identified features likely to be available in a supporting database. 

31 A correctly specified hedonic model is a reference to the selection of independent variables (product characteristics) that 
represent both outputs and inputs. Outputs absorb resources and inputs provide user value. 
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Interpreting the Mhz Characteristic 

Mhz is often accepted as a measure of relative performance and was used as such in the BEA model. Mhz is also 

referred to as clock frequency which in tum is controlled by a small crystal that pulses at a steady frequency (or 

clock ticks). For each clock tick some action(s) can take place inside the cmpu, so as the frequency increases, 

more clock ticks are available per second to process data. For example, a 500Mhz cmpu has 500 million clock 

ticks available per second. In the world ofcmpus, speed is the coin of the realm. A cmpu that can execute more 

instructions in a set period of time is able to run software more efficiently and therefore command a price premium 

relative to slower cmpus. However, MHz can be a misleading metric ifmore than one cmpu type, or generation is 

included in the same model. A quick look at Mhz ratings using Intel's 386-33Mhz as a baseline should help 

illustrate the problem. 

Table 7 

MPU Generations Mhz % chan2e in Mhz 
386 33 
486 66 100 
Pentium 133 300 
Pentium II 450 1,263 

While it is clear that Mhz has increased rapidly from the 386 to the Pentium II, it still is a poor measure for the real 

increase in the speed of instruction execution as we progress through succeeding generations. The following is 

somewhat technical but necessary to understand the weakness of Mhz as a consistent measure ofrelative 

performance. 

The 386 did not have a pipeline (a method ofqueuing instructions) which forced delays in the flow of instructions 

to its execution unit. In other words the 386 was sub-scalar and limited to about 0.8 executions per Mhz or clock 

tick. The 486 introduced a small pipeline which theoretically enabled one execution per cycle, the first scalar 

Intel cmpu. The Pentium introduced dual pipelines and execution units as well as branch prediction which enabled 

a maximum of two instruction executions per cycle, the first superscalar Intel cmpu. And finally, the Pentium II 

addedJ2 superpipelining, out of order and speculative execution which enabled a maximum offour instructions per 

cycle. 

Using executions per cycle information, Table 7 data is adjusted in Table 8 to reflect the impact of these 

architectural changes33
• 

Table 8 
% change in Rated *Rated Mhz Adjusted % change in 

MPU Mhz to Executions/cycle adjusted *Mhz 

32 The Pentium Pro was actually the first cmpu (1995) to introduce out oforder and speculative execution, but is not included 

here due to technological tradeoffs in its design that would add unnecessary complexity to the examples. 

33 The architectural improvements described are key to understanding and quantifYing their effect on Mhz. Unfortunately, 

most databases, even expensive ones, do not provide the level oftechnical detail required to properly specifY a cmpu model. I 

may be proven wrong on this at some point. However, if this happy event should occur, there is the still the matter of limited 

observations that present another hurdle that would be difficult to overcome in a properly specified model. 
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386 33 26 -21 
486 66 100 66 153 
Pentium 133 300 266 923 
Pentium II 450 1,263 1,800 6,823 
*Executions per cycle multiplied by the rated Mhz, for example the Pentium II's adjusted Mhz is (450 * 4 
executions per Mhz=1,800) 

The data in table 8 clearly shows that if unadjusted Mhz is used in a model that includes more than one cmpu 

generation, then it is an unstable explanatory variable. The degree of instability (if history is any guide) will 

increase at an accelerated rate as the time span covered by a pooled database increases. The problem with 

specifying Mhz in a hedonic model is that it is really a proxy variable for other characteristics that are generally 

not included in supporting databases. For example, changes in Mhz for early generation cmpus such as the 8086, 

286 and 386 (all referenced in the BEA model), are primarily a function ofdeclining feature size enabled by new 

input technologies. This is a bit oversimplified, but the performance slope should be reasonably stable and linear as 

long as Mhz proxies similar, but unobserved characteristics. On the other hand, the 486, Pentium and Pentium II ," 

introduced new unobserved characteristics such as pipelines, register renaming, out oforder execution and many 

other performance enhancing technologies. For these latter generations, Mhz takes on a new role as a proxy 

variable, because in addition to smaller feature size, Mhz is now a function of new technologies which change its 

performance slope dramatically. Proxy variables are particularly hazardous in pooled models that are used to 

investigate price/characteristic relationships for products that undergo rapid technological change. Even products 

that exhibit a slower rate ofchange require vigilance when proxy variables are employed. Triplett describes the 

use of weight as a proxy variable in early hedonic studies on automobiles. Weight was used as a proxy for the 

"true" characteristics that may have been unavailable or difficult to individually measure. Triplett describes the 

problem as follows ...Use ofa proxy variable, however, introduces the possibility oferror whenever the relation 

between the proxy and the true variables change, and one can never be entirely sure whether such shifts have 

occurred.34 

34 Economic Interpretation ofHedonic Models, pg. 38, Current Survey ofBusiness, January 1986. 
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Interpreting the Transistors Ch~racteristic 

Transistors are another popular variable used to quantify technological change and were included in the BEA 

model. This variable is also unstable over extended periods as a measure of relative quality change. If transistor 

counts are precisely defined, it is true that as the number of transistors increase and as their physical dimensions 

decrease, performance is enhanced. However, total transistor counts quoted by Intel and others do not always 

distinguish between transistors dedicated to logic and those dedicated to on-board memory (LI cache). The 

distinction between transistors used for logic and those used for cache is important as will be shown. 

Early generation cmpus (prior to the 486) used transistors primarily to form logic arrays that enabled them to 

process instructions and perform useful work. These early devices processed data/instructions (DII) more slowly 

than system memory could deliver DII. In other words, DRAM speed was sufficient to keep early cmpus "fed" 

with enough DII that most performance bottlenecks were intemaJl5 to the cmpu. Starting with the 486 generation, 

cmpus could process D/I at a rate that substantially exceeded the speed ofDRAM. The 486 and ensuing 

generations have a voracious appetite for data and DRAM was simply too slow to keep the new cmpus "fed". This 

performance bottleneck, absent a technological solution, would cause cmpus to stall as they had to wait on DII 

before completing work in progress. Producers ofcmpus were concerned because their new generation products 

were running into a performance brick wall caused by other system components. As long as DRAM set the 

performance ceiling, why would anyone pay a premium for a new relatively expensive 486 ifthey could get the 

same performance from a 386? 

Producers devised a clever way to get around this performance barrier by adding small chunks of very fast memory 

directly into the integrated circuit design of their chips. This type of memory is generally known as LI cache and 

requires vast amounts of transistors to implement. L1 cache operates at the same speed as the cmpu, but it can only 

hold a tiny amount (8 Kilobytes for the 486) ofD/I relative to system memory. Cmpu producers placed stringent 

limits on the size ofLI cache for two reasons. The first was to minimize the unit cost of their new products. The 

second reason is not as transparent, but far more interesting. Savvy consumers could ask the logical question, iiLI 

cache has such a low capacity for holding D/I , how can it possibly make that much difference in removing the 

performance bottleneck presented by system memory? The answer is that L I does not remove the entire 

bottleneck, but through the use of algorithms can eliminate 80-85 percent36 of cmpu stalls that previously occurred 

as the result of accesses to system memory. The ability of producers to do more with less is based on the 

knowledge that most software requests for DII are predictable. A software program may require several megabytes 

ofDRAM to store all of its components and functionality, but most DII requests are contiguous. In other words, if 

a function is provided by first executing instruction A, followed by B and then C, L1 cache need only grab B and 

35 J am ignoring other types ofsystem interactions such as cmpus and disk drives. 
36 The percent estimate is based on synthesized tests performed by Intel to detennine the percent ofcache hits compared to 
cache misses for instructions that need to be loaded into the cmpu pipeline. The percent can vary according to the algorithm 
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C, while A is executing. When the cmpu is finished with instruction A, B and C are conveniently waiting in fast 

LI cache for immediate access. However, if execution patterns are not correctly predicted by algorithms, then Ll 

cache provides little ifany benefit. Let's say instruction A is followed by 5 and then by G. 5ince 5 and G are not 

contiguous with A, the algorithm used by the cmpu, may incorrectly load instructions B and C. This is called a 

cache miss and requires the cmpu to look for the 5 and G instructions in relatively slow system memory causing a 

delay. 

The main point is that the algorithms used in L 1 cache are so efficient at predicting software behavior that cache 

hits are far more likely than cache misses which eliminates most of the performance bottleneck caused by system 

memory accesses. With the introduction ofLl cache, producers dodged a technology bullet that could have greatly 

reduced the desirability and sales ofnew generation cmpus. 

The reason for this level ofdetail is to establish the rationale for the adoption of L 1 cache and it's inclusion in all 

subsequent generations37 that followed the 386. 50, what are the implications of this somewhat arcane description 

ofevolving cmpu architecture? Logic transistors and memory transistors could hardly be more different. First, it 

is important to understand that logic transistors are smart and memory transistors are dumb. Logic is the core or 

active part ofthe cmpu that executes software instructions. Memory is passive and acts as a buffer between cmpu 

logic and slower system components. Prior to the 486, all transistor counts represented logic, simply because L 1 

caches had not been introduced. If transistors are used in a pooled model that spans a significant time period due 

to limited observations, then interpretation of the transistor characteristic takes on a different meaning for the 386 

relative to the 48638
• 

One expectation for a properly specified cmpu model is that price is positively related to increased quantities of 

technological characteristics. However, iftechnology redefmes characteristics over time, then implicit prices for 

these characteristics may be difficult to interpret or even the "wrong" sign. Returning to the BEA model, it is 

reasonable to assume that as the number of transistors increased in early generation cmpus, this characteristic 

provided a sensible metric for quality change due to more efficient logic arrays and circuit design. However, once 

the 486 and its L 1 cache were introduced, changes in transistors were due to changes in logic AND the addition of 

L1 cache. The BEA attempted to address this issue by defining a separate variable for cache, but Mr. Grimm 

mentioned that the cache coefficients varied from insignificant to the wrong sign and were therefore removed from 

the model. My hunch is that the problem with cache coefficients was due to a highly collinear relationship with 

transistors. Mr. Grimm also acknowledged ..the explanatory variables were highly correlated. All ofthe non-

used and the type ofsoftware that is simulated. 
37 Memory speeds have improved in recent years through innovations such as EDO and SDRAM, but cmpu speeds have 
improved even more. Today's cmpus top out at around 1,000Mhz, but they are connected to memory that transfers DII at 100 
to 133Mhz. With this imbalance, Intel and other producers face the same performance issues first encountered in 1988 when 
L 1 cache was introduced. 
38 Using a more recent example, the Celeron 300A had a transistor count of 19 million, ofwhich only 7.5 million are logic with 
the rest dedicated to cache. 
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dummy variables for Intel chips had correlations with one another of.8 or higher. The more general problem with 

correlation is not surprising. After all a cmpu is an integrated circuit with most of its features/characteristics 

designed to work together with the ultimate goal of processing DII as quickly as possible. 

Additional Perspective on the CMPU market 

If my references to the BEA model are taken simply as criticisms oftheir efforts, then the fault is mine. Mr. 

Grimm's paper has provided a valuable counterpoint to PPI coverage and played a role in our decision to 

investigate alternative means for improving cmpu price measurement. As previously stated, (and illustrated in 

chart 1) the most significant source ofupward bias in PPI's Microprocessor index was due to non-response from a 

significant market participant on the producer side. There are few major products in the world that can be 

consistently produced for less than $100 and introduced to the market at $900 or more. The large difference 

between cost and initial selling price, enables large price reductions for existing products as new products are 

introduced to the market. Intellectual property, market inertia and large capital requirements are some of the 

reasons that more semiconductor companies have not been able to penetrate or reduce the concentration39 observed 

in the cmpu market. The PPI has partially addressed this issue with the introduction ofreIiable secondary source 

prices for specified cmpus sold at a specified quantity. However, the PPI has never considered the addition of 

secondary prices as a resolution to the difficult problem of providing constant quality measures of cmpu price 

change. Separating pure price change from quality change requires a more rigorous framework than direct-link, 

average prices, or hedonics. 

As an alternative to standard PPI methodologies, hedonic models have provided a means to move the analysis of 

quality change from an often opaque product space to a more transparent characteristics space. However, if data is 

unavailable or inappropriate to support a robust hedonic model, then products such as cmpus may require a 

different approach. 

39 The fact that the rapidly changing cmpu market and it's technology remains highly concentrated in terms ofproducts offered 
and pricing strategy makes for a fascinating story. The story becomes more compelling when you consider that this control has 
extended for more than a decade. Contributing factors are manifold and beyond the scope ofthis paper. However, it is the 
uniqueness of the cmpu market that should discourage any attempt to use measures of price change for cmpus as proxies for 
empus or microcontrollers, much less other semiconductor products. And it is also true that any price index designed to 
measure mpu price change cannot accurately do so without including mainstream cmpu products and prices. 
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IfNot Hedonics, Then What? 

The difficulties associated with resource cost and hedonics has left the PPI with essentially no operational tool to 

explicitly value cmpu quality change. Unfortunately, the fall-back direct link procedure may induce a downward 

bias to the PPI's Microprocessor index if substitute cmpus routinely command price premiums that exceed 

reasonable valuations ofquality change40
• The term reasonable is open to interpretation, but metrics are available 

that may enable estimated valuations of cmpu quality change. 

Fortunately, even when a hedonic model proves inadequate, the process of identifying important product 

characteristics may be useful for evaluating alternative valuation methods. In the case of cmpus, most 

characteristics are designed to interact in ways that speed the execution of software instructions. A simple model 

could take the form ofEq.l which identifies some ofthe interdependent performance enhancing characteristics on 

the right side of the formula; and price, which tends to increase as performance increases, on the left. 

X 2 =L1 KB (Data) IX3 =Ll KB (Instructions) IX 4 =Transistor Logic IXs =Pipeline Depth 

X6 =Instructions per Cmpu cycle IX
7 
=Speculative Execution IXg =Register Renaming 

The characteristics used in Eq. 1 have individual and joint effects on performance which in tum is the most 

important determinant of cmpu prices. One of the assumptions for any reasonable model is that price is positively 

related to increased quantities of technological characteristics. If these characteristics are constantly redefined by 

technology, then the model must have sufficient flexibility to adapt in real time, particularly for a monthly price 

index such as the PPJ. A key to developing a flexible model is to avoid a rigid specification regime that is based on 

the obvious but interdependent characteristics that define a cmpu's architecture. Technological advances such as 

deeper pipelines, more memory registers, faster and bigger caches, out of order execution or even speculative 

execution are all designed to work together41 with one overriding objective. That is, they are introduced or 

improved to increase the speed at which cmpus execute integer and/or floating point instructions. 

Since most of the important characteristics that define cmpus are related in some way to performance, perhaps a 

more direct approach would better serve PPI quality adjustment requirements. Mr. Gwennap, previously cited in 

this paper, has stated that microarchitecture is merely a tool to deliver performance to the end user. If we first 

accept that changes in cmpu characteristics are exposed by changes in relative performance then we have implicitly 

identified a possible alternative to the hedonic approach. Instead of trying to determine the effect of mUltiple 

interdependent characteristics on price, a more direct and potentially productive inquiry simply investigates the 

effect of cmpu performance on price. The reference to "simply investigates" is a bit misleading. I don't remember 

40 Or an upward bias if the reverse is true. 

41A user friendly description of the dependencies among cmpu characteristics is presented In PC Processor Micruarchitecture, 

A Concise Review o/the Techniques Used in Modern PC Processors, Microprocessor Report, 7-12-99, pgs. 16-22. 
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the exact source, but I recall an old industry reference to "lies, damn lies and performance benchmarks" or 

something to that effect. 

Performance Bencbmarks: An Alternative to tbe Alternative 

There are many ways to measure relative cmpu performance, none of them perfect. One of the most common, but 

misunderstood benchmarks is known as MIPS (millions of instructions per second). If MIPS is taken at face value, 

it can be easily misused as a measure of relative cmpu performance. As far back as 1988, technical reports were 

published that attempted to describe the shortcomings of MIPS because they were often ignored in an attempt to 

simplify a complex problem. Understanding Benchmarks, authored by Mr. Jim Geers of AIM Technology, 

presents the simple example ofa Motorola 68020 16Mhz cmpu that tested at 70 MIPS in one study, 131 in another 

and 218 in yet another. Which study is right? Keep in mind that we are talking about identical cmpus operating at 

the same Mhz. The reason such extreme variance was encountered is due to lack of comparability in the testing 

environments. Cmpus are designed to interact with other computer components such as memory, diskdrives and 

chip sets. Chip sets control the flow of information among system components much as traffic lights and yield 

signs control the flow of motor vehicle traffic. Each of the three tests used differently configured computer 

systems which directly caused the variance in MIPS. Unfortunately, this was a common scenario in the 1980s 

which meant that MIPS ratings were best viewed as measures ofrelative performance among different computer 

systems, and NOT as a measure of relative cmpu performance. 

Another equally serious MIPS issue is that it remains a poor measure of cmpu performance even with identically 

configured computer systems. One might reasonably think that if system components are held constant across test 

observations then the problem described above is eliminated or at least reduced. In such a tightly controlled testing 

environment, it is tempting to view changes in MIPS as an objective measure of relative performance. This would 

enable a conceptually simple metric that may help to isolate price change from quality change. Once again, it is 

not so simple. MIPS proponents can trap themselves with the seductively easy appeal of millions of instructions 

per second as a reasonable and objective performance measure. Iftrue, a 10MIPS cmpu should be twice as fast as 

5MIPS. Cmpus are complex and I have tried to keep the tech talk to a minimum, but we must ask the question, 

what is an instruction? Before tackling this question, it should be obvious that instructions, like system 

components, must be comparable across performance tests. Otherwise changes in a MIPS benchmark due to non

comparable or ill-suited instructions will not accurately isolate changes in relative cmpu performance. 

Instructions come in various forms and levels42
• At the lowest level we have instructions that are written in 

machine language which only use numbers and are therefore rarely used directly by programmers. Instead, 

programmers have access to what are known as high level languages (HLLs) to write their programs/instructions. 

HLLs employ a relatively user friendly syntax to encapsulate machine language in large scale commands. Once a 

42 Randall, Neal, "Dissecting the Brains ofYour Compute" and "What Makes Your Processor Think", PC Magazine, 6-30-98, 
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program is written in a HLL such as C, it must be translated back to a low level machine language because cmpus 

only understand strings of numbers. The translation occurs in a compiler in a two step process. Translation first 

separates instructions that are architecturally neutral from those that are specific to the general design ofa cmpu 

such as CISC or RISC. CISC is based on a different instruction set than RISC which means that a CISC device can 

not recognize and execute the exact same instruction set as a RISC. There is also the issue of compiler tweaking 

that enables instructions to be executed in such a way that one cmpu can be unfairly favored over another. 

Ultimately the mix of instructions (simple and complex) that are directed to the cmpu and how they are compiled 

can have a greater impact on MIPS than actual real-world differences in performance. 

Returning to our Motorola example, Mr. Geers, using different versions of UNIX software, observed a 50 percent 

difference between the high and low MIPS ratings for identical 68020-16Mhz cmpus. Unlike the MIPS tests in the 

first example, Mr. Geers used a single computer system to generate the results. By eliminating variance among 

hardware components, Mr. Geers was able to illustrate that variance among software instructions could also 

significantly affect MIPS ratings. To make matters worse, anyone, no matter what their qualifications can release 

MIPS test results conducted under whatever test conditions they feel are appropriate. With such chaotic testing 

conditions it is curious that MIPS have received such extensive coverage. Fortunately most ofthis coverage has 

been limited to advertisements and marketing hype, but not as a serious measure of relative cmpu performance 

among cmpu designers and engineers. 

Computer configurations and instruction sets are not the only factors that cloud the interpretation of benchmarks 

like MIPS. Rather than continue with descriptions of test-induced bias, I will simply point out the obvious. 

Performance tests that are conducted without rigorous, meaningful, and impartial environmental controls are not 

generally useful despite claims to the contrary. Fortunately significant progress was made in the 1990s to provide 

more objective measures of relative cmpu performance. Forearmed with the "there are lies, damn lies and 

performance benchmarks" caveat, we tum to one of most respected cmpu performance metrics in the industry. 

SPEC 

The Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) was formed in 1988 as a non-profit corporation 

devoted to establishing, maintaining and endorsing a standardized set ofrelevant benchmarks that can be applied 

to the newest generation ofhigh performance computers. Their first product was called SPEC89 which prOVided a 

standardized measure ofcompute-intensive microprocessor performance. This product replaced the vague and 

confusing MIPS and MFLOPS ratings then used in the computer industry 43 • One of SPEC89's strong points was 

that it enforced rules that ensured that all test platforms performed exactly the same reproducible operations 

prOViding comparability across different architectures. 

http://www.zdnet.com/pcmaglpctech/content/17/12/tu 1712.00 l.htrnl. 

43 Mr. JeffReiIly, Intel Corporation in a September 1995 press relea<;e ITom SPEC. The SPEC organization made a stronger 

statement on their web site (@www.spec.orglspecl) observing that "an ounce ofhonest data was worth more than a pound of 

marketing hype." 
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SPEC membership includes industry heavyweights such as AMD, Apple, Compaq, Dell, Hewlett Packard, IBM, 

Intel, Microsoft, Motorola, and Sun as well as representatives of industry trade journals and universities. The 

power of SPEC lies in its control over the definition of all performance benchmarks that carry the SPEC name. 

One ofthe most well-known SPEC tests in the Microprocessor industry is CPU95u . This benchmark is 

specifically designed to measure the relative performance of cmpus. It is relative, because CPU95 is a 

performance index that references the test results ofa 40Mhz Sun SuperSparc which equals one by definition. If 

another cmpu, such as a 450Mhz , has a CPU95 rating of 17, then it has executed the same set of instructions as the 

reference system, but 17 times as fast. 

SPEC CPU95: Caveats 

We already know that cmpus are proficient number crunchers, but we need to drill a little deeper to better 

understand what the SPEC performance benchmarks are designed to measure. A general purpose benchmark such 

as SPEC must account for two kinds of numbers processed by modem cmpus, whole and fractional, also called 

integer and floating point (fp). Integer instructions are relatively easy to process and handled differently than more 

complex instructions involving fp. Until the advent ofIntel's 486, all X86s were optimized for integer calculations. 

Instructions that used decimal points, caused a significant performance penalty. To compensate for the fp problem, 

early generation cmpus were often connected to expensive specialized chips that could more efficiently handle 

decimal points. These chips were called math co-processors or X87 co-processors. Producers of modem cmpus 

have eliminated the need for co-processors by designing fp execution units directly into their architectures. 

However, most fp calculations still require more cycles than integer calculations. 

The reason that fp requires more clock cycles relative to integer is due to the binary nature of cmpus which limit 

instruction processing to strings of zeros and ones. The fact that cmpus only understand zeros and ones is not a 

serious limitation for processing whole numbers. However, instructions that include fp create additional 

complexity because special handling is required to accommodate values on the right side ofa decimal point. 

Significant digits must be separately stored as a unit called mantissa, while the radix point (decimal point in base 

10) must be simultaneously stored in a separate unit called the exponent-for additional information see 

www.techweb.com/encvciopedialdefinetenn?tenn=FP. Engineers have responded by building separate dedicated 

execution units into the processor core that are optimized for processing fp calculations. One might reasonably ask 

why bother with this level ofdetail? The short answer is that fp operations are extensively used in scientific, 

graphics and game/entertainment applications, while integer operations are used mainly in word processing and 

general business applications. Benchmarks that only measure integer or only fp will present an incomplete picture 

of cmpu performance. SPEC directly addresses this issue by defining CPU95 as a suite composed ofSPECint95, 

and SPEC.fp95; the meaning behind these titles should be transparent. 

44 SPEC updates CPU95 approximately every 3 years to better reflect typical workloads placed on cmpus. 
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Because the SPEC organization controls and defines the procedures for running integer and fp calculations, 

relative measures ofperfonnance can be obtained across disparate cmpu architectures. Manufacturers must limit 

any optimizations to processes that mimic features that are available to their customers in standard products. No 

optimizations are allowed that are designed specifically to take shortcuts around a SPEC benchmark. For example, 

a cmpu manufacturer may want to take advantage ofa relatively large transistor budget allocated to memory 

registers that minimize access to slower system memory. The result of such an optimization is reasonable and 

should yield improved real world performance relative to a non-optimized rating. This last point, illustrates one of 

the weaknesses ofall so-called cmpu benchmarks. 

There is no pure benchmark in the sense that all instructions designed to measure perfonnance are handled entirely 

within the cmpu. SPEC acknowledges as much when they describe their benchmarks as comparative measure<s> 

ofperformance ofthe processor, memory, and compiler on a known workload. 

By virtue of SPEC's control over compiler optimizations, memory is the primary wild card in their benchmark 

suite that could potentially distort relative measures of performance. Fortunately, any influence traceable to 

system memory differentiation are likely minor on most integer and fp tests conducted on mainstream cmpus45
• 

Despite the caveats described (there are others ofless immediate consequence), SPEC accurately characterize their 

CPUinteger95 benchmark as representing the CPU-intensive part ofsystem or commercial application programs 

and their CPUfloating-point95 benchmark as representing the CPU-intensive part ofnumeric-scientific application 

programs. The integer and fp benchmarks do not measure performance related to computer 1/0, networking, 

videocards, harddrives, CD-ROMs, etc. which make them superior measures ofcmpu performance compared to 

other well-known alternatives such as MIPS, MFLOPS, WINBENCH or BAPCO. 

45 When SPEC tests are run on systems outside the commodity box environment, such as multiprocessor (SMP) servers, the 
effect of system memory on performance can be significant due to proprietary hardware design. Performance ratings generated 
from this type of environment should be avoided by'the PPI for the following reasons. SMP systems are often designed to 
maximize data throughput in a client-server topology and therefore are not appropriate candidates for integer and fp ratings 
used to proxy cmpu quality change. SMP systems have their own unique benchmark requirements which SPEC provides under 
a different set oftests called SPECrate. Producers that attempt to use SPECint or SPECfP for SMP systems (and they do), are 
generally looking at how effectively mUltiple cmpus scale. In other words, how close can they come to doubling the 
performance of a two-processor system with a four-processor system. The PPI should ignore cmpu benchmarks obtained with 
SMP systems because we are attempting to measure quality change for specific cmpus, how OEMs connect them together in 
computer servers is irrelevant in a microprocessor index. 
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Using SPEC to Measure Cmpu PricelPerformance 

In the interest of maximizing useful information without disclosing confidential PPI data, Intel cmpus will be used 

in the following examples that apply SPEC benchmarks to establish price-performance ratios. Intel was chosen 

because most oftheir cmpu price data are publicly available and have been confirmed as representative of price 

change at the transaction level by computer OEMs that report to the PPI. Table 9 presents the raw SPEC integer 

and fp ratings for a range of mainstream cmpus beginning with the 133Mhz Pentium introduced on 5-95 and 

ending with the 450Mhz Pentium II introduced on 9_9846
• All SPEC ratings shown are based on systems 

configured with 64MB ofsystem memory. 

Table 9 

MPU 
*SPEC 
int95 

% 
Change 

*SPEC 
fp95 

% 
Change 

PH 450 17.20 12.42 12.90 7.50 
PH 400 15.30 14.18 12.00 11.11 
PH 350 13.40 5.51 10.80 16.76 
PH 333 12.70 9.48 9.25 8.95 
PH 300 11.60 7.41 8.49 6.39 
PH 266 10.80 14.41 7.98 9.17 
PH 233 9.44 34.47 7.31 41.12 
P5233MMX 7.02 10.20 5.18 7.25 
P5200MMX 6.37 23.69 4.83 11.81 
P5200 5.15 13.44 4.32 8.82 
P5166 4.54 11.00 3.97 10.89 
P5150 4.09 3.54 3.58 1.42 
P5133 3.95 3.53 
*From www.spec.org 

Ideally the integer and fp benchmarks should be combined into a composite measure of cmpu performance. 

However, a determination must first be made of the relative importance assigned to each component of the 

benchmark. The easy solution is to equally weight integer and fp, but such a scheme would grossly overstate the 

importance of fp in a general cmpu performance composite. Despite the rapid growth of multimedia and other 

specialized software that utilize fp, the majority of instructions processed by cmpus continue to emphasize integer 

calculations. A possible solution to the weighting issue is suggested by Intel's own proprietary benchmarks. 

Intel publishes a separate set of cmpu benchmarks called iCOMP®. Interestingly, the Intel benchmarks also 

include SPECint and SPECfp, but incorporate additional application specific tests that are based on popular 

commercially available software. If we strip out the application tests which tend to be influenced by non-cmpu 

components such as disk drives or system I/O, then the relative weight of SPECint to SPECfp is 4 to 1. Adopting 

the 4: 1 ratio appears to be a reasonable estimate for constructing a representative composite benchmark. This ratio 

may require periodic adjustment as the flow of instructions change over time in response to new technologies. 

The recommended PPI version ofa cmpu benchmark combines the SPECint and SPECfp results from table 9 into a 
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composite metric based on an 80-20 relative importance. This benchmark is simply called CMPUintlfp (SPECint * 
0.80 + SPECfp * 0.20= CMPUintlfp) and is presented in table 10. 

Table 10 
MPU CMPUintlfp 

% Change 
CMPUintlfp 

% Change 
Mhz 

PII450 16.34 11.61 12.5 
PII400 14.64 13.66 14.3 
PII350 12.88 7.24 5.1 
PII333 12.01 9.38 11.0 
PII300 10.98 7.23 12.8 
PIU66 10.24 13.65 14.2 
PI1233 9.01 35.29 0 
P5233MMX 6.66 9.72 16.5 
P5200MMX 6.07 21.89 0 
P5200 4.98 12.67 20.5 
P5166 4.42 10.78 10.6 
P5150 3.99 3.10 12.7 
P5133 3.87 

Note that percent changes in the CMPUintlfp ratings differ substantially from changes in the Mhz ratings. This is 

most noticeable when technology enables transitions from the P5200 to the P5200MMX and from the P5233MMX 

to the PII233. In both transitions Mhz is unchanged despite technological advances that enabled major gains in 

performance. This illustrates the sensitivity of CMPUintlfp to changes in relative performance that are invisible to 

the inadequate Mhz rating. 

Armed with a reasonable performance metric, price/performance ratios can be easily calculated by dividing the 

price of a cmpu by its CMPUintlfp rating. Table 11 shows prices for a range of Intel cmpus from IMF and for each 

of these cmpus a price/performance ratio is displayed in the $lPerf column. 

*Table 11 
Monthl 
Yr 

$ 
PII450 

$lPerf 
PII450 

$ 
PII400 

$lPerf 
PII400 

$ 
PII350 

$lPerf 
PII350 

$ 
PII333 

$/Perf 
PII333 

$ 
PII300 

$lPerf 
PII300 

12-99 $230 14.06 $173 11.82 EOL N/A EOL N/A EOL N/A 
8-99 $230 14.06 $173 11.82 EOL N/A EOL N/A EOL N/A 
5-99 $268 ]6.40 $193 13.]8 $163 12.65 EOL N/A EOL N/A 
4-99 $396 24.24 $234 15.98 $163 ]2.65 EOL N/A EOL N/A 
3-99 $476 29.13 $264 18.03 $192 14.91 EOL N/A EOL N/A 
1-99 $562 34.39 $353 24.11 $202 15.68 $181 15.07 EOL N/A 
10-98 $562 34.39 $375 25.61 $213 16.54 $181 15.07 EOL N/A 
9-98 $669 40.94 $482 32.92 $299 23.21 $234 19.48 $192 17.49 
7-98 N/A N/A $589 40.23 $423 32.84 $316 26.31 $209 19.03 
6-98 N/A N/A $722 49.32 $519 40.30 $412 34.30 $305 27.78 
5-98 N/A N/A $824 56.28 $621 48.21 $492 40.97 $375 34.15 
4-98 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $583 48.54 $530 48.27 
2-98 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $722 60.11 $530 48.27 
1-98 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $738 67.21 
8-97 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $851 77.50 

*Allprices shown are based on 1,000 lot order sIze. Months for which no price changes occurred are not shown. 

46 SPEC ratings are generally available within a few weeks ofthe introduction date ofa cmpu. 
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In a matched model, relative changes. in price/performance ratios are exactly equal to changes in nominal prices. 

To illustrate how this data might be used, suppose a simple price index and its price/performance counterpart are 

composed of unweighted47 333 and 300Mhz cmpus with a reference or base date of 4-98. Using nominal price and 

price/performance ratios from table 11, a matched model can be maintained until 9-98, at which time the 300Mhz 

reaches end of life (EOL). Within this time frame it is of no consequence whether the index measures changes in 

nominal prices or price/performance. Formulas for both indexes are shown below, followed by equation I which 

calculates the respective index levels through 9-98. 

Jp =Price Index Jpp =PricelPerformance Index 


P=Price Pperf=PricelPerformance ratio. 


Q t =1 in the unweighted indexes 


Eq.l (Matched Model for 300 and 333Mhz cmpus; tb =4-98, tc =9-98) 

IPtb,t
c 
=~Pt< /~Ptb =$426/$1113=0.383 


~Pt =300Mhz+333Mhz=~$192+$234=$426 

c 

~Ptb =300Mhz+333Mhz=~$530+$583=$1113 

OR 

IpPt t =~Pperft /~Pperft =$36.97/$96.81=0.383


b, c c b 

~Pperft
< 
=300Mhz +333Mhz=$17 .49+$19 .48=$36.97 

~Pperftb =300Mhz+333Mhz =$48.27 +$48.54=$96.81 

Both of the indexes in Eq. 1 decline 62 percent (1.00 to 0.38) in the 4-98 to 9-98 time period, but index continuity 

is compromised on 10-98 when the 300Mhz cmpu reaches EOL. Unless a substitute is obtained for the obsolete 

cmpu, the indexes can only measure price change for the 333 which may be an inadequate measure ofaggregate 

cmpu price change. To simplify the following description of product substitution, only the Ip formula is used. If 

we assume that a producer's entire output on 10-98 is defined by table 11 then either the 450, 400 or 350Mhz 

cmpus can be selected as a substitute. If the 400 is selected to replace the 300, then assume, since it is almost 

always true, that the PPI cannot explicitly value the quality difference. Under current methodology, the entire 

difference in nominal prices between the EOL 300Mhz and its 400Mhz replacement will be attributed to quality 

change, which is equivalent to what the PPI calls direct link. This approach reduces to: 

PPI Implicit Valuation of Quality Change (lVQC) = $400Mhz-$300Mhz=$375-$I92:::; $183 

Using the direct link procedure with its implicit valuation of quality change, the index for 10-98 is shown in 

471 am not discounting the importance ofweight, much less choice of index formula, but this review is of necessity narrow in 
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equation 2. 

Eq.2 [(Direct Link of 300Mhz to 400Mhz) + 333Mhz tb = 4-98, tc = 10-98] 

IPt t =Z:CPxt -IVQCxt )+Px2 /Z:Pxt +Px2 =$373/$1113=0.335
b' c c c c b b 

Where Px1 =400Mhz; IVQCxt =$183; Px2 =333Mhz and Px1 =300Mhz; Px2. =333Mhz 
c c c b ~I> 

Z:Pt• =(400Mhz-IVQC)+333Mhz=Z:($375-$183)+$181=$373 

Z:Ptb =300Mhz+333Mhz=Z:$530+$583=$1113 

Relative to 9-98, the index drops 12.5 percent (from .383 to .335). The accuracy of the decline is an open question, 

because with direct link only the price relative of the 333Mhz cmpu can change since the entire price difference 

between the 300Mhz and its 400Mhz replacement is attributed to quality change. Only in the improbable event 

that the unobserved explicit (real) quality change valuation is equal to IVQCxt does the direct link provide an 
c 


unbiased estimate. 


An important premise of this paper is that most ofthe advances in cmpu architecture are transparent to and can be 

represented by objective performance measures. One might say that change in cmpu output can be viewed as 

change in the amount ofprocessing power that is produced. The CMPUintlfp ratings allow the PPI analyst to 

estimate this change. If changes in processing power provide reasonable measures for changes in output quality, 

then a clear benefit from this type ofanalysis is that explicit estimates of this change that are removed from the 

numerator ofcmpu price relatives show up in quantity relatives through deflation. 

Applying CMPUint/fp to Value Changes in Processing Power 

Several steps are required to explicitly value quality change with a performance metric. The CMPU/intlfp rating 

must first be converted to dollar values so that price relative comparisons between an obsolete product and its 

replacement can be adjusted for differences in processing power. The obsolete 300Mhz had a CMPUintlfp rating 

of 10.98 (table 10) which the market valued at $192 in the 9-98 reference period (table 11). A 300Mhz price 

performance ratio calculated from these two values is shown below: 

300Mhz price/performance ratio =Nominal Price/CMPUintJfp=$192110.98 =$17.49 

This ratio can be interpreted as the market value per unit of performance in the reference period using reference 

period technology. If the price per unit of performance for an incumbent cmpu, such as the 300, is multiplied by 

the CMPUintlfp rating of a substitute cmpu, such as the 400, then we can obtain the equivalent of a constant 

quality price based on the relative change in processing power. The 400Mhz substitute has a CMPUintlfp rating of 

14.64 (table 10) that can be used to calculate its constant performance price as shown below. 

focus. 
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Constant Performance Price For the 400 Relative to the 300 Cm u 
Constant Performance Price 400 CMPUintlfp X 300 PIPerf 

14.64 X $17.49 = $256 

An explicit valuation ofquality change (EVQC) is obtained from the difference between the constant performance 

price of the substitute and the nominal price of the discontinued cmpu. The quality change valuation for the 

400Mhz relative to the obsolete 300Mhz is shown below. 

EVQC =400Mhz Constant Performance Price - 300Mhz Nominal Price 

. =$256 - $192 


=$64 


Interestingly, when the 400 is introduced as a substitute, its nominal price is $375. The difference between the 

400's nominal price and its estimated constant performance price can be viewed as a premium or additional margin 

available to the producer for this more advanced early-life cmpu relative to the EOL cmpu. This premium shows 

up in a constant quality index as a price increase. Ifthe nominal price of the 400 on 10-98 had been less than its 

constant perfonnance price, then a constant quality measure would capture a real price decline. The mechanics of 

calculating a constant quality cmpu price relative is summarized in table 12. 

Table 12 
Step 1. Calculate Price Per Unit of Performance for obsolete 

CMPU 
Step 2. Mnltiply value from step 1 by the CMPUintlfp of the 

substitute to obtain Constant Performance Price 
Measure 

Step 3. Obtain explicit quality cbange valuation from the 
difference between the step 2 value and the nominal 
price of the obsolete CMPU 

Step 4. Evaluate explicit quality cbange valuation from step 3 
with the difference between the adjusted price of a 
SUbstitute and the nominal price ofthe obsolete 
CMPU 

The cmpu index on 10-98 can now be recalculated to reflect this quality adjustment procedure as shown in Eq. 3. 

Eq.3 [(EVQC of300Mhz to 400Mhz) plus 333Mhz; tb =4-98, tc=10-98] 

Ipt t =I:(Pxlc -EVQCXlc)+Px2c/I:Px1b +Px2 =$492/$1113=0.442
b,c b 

Where PX1 =400Mhz; EVQCx1 =$64; Px2 =333Mhz and PX1 =300Mhz; PX2 =333Mhz 
c c c b b 

I:Pt• =(400Mhz-EVQC)+333Mhz=I:($375-$64 )+$181=$492 

I:Ptb =300Mhz+333Mhz=I:$530+$583=$1113 

Applying the EVQC to the substitute cmpu causes the price index to increase 15.4 percent relative to 9-98 (0.383 

to 0.442), while in the same period the direct link (IVQC) index (Eq. 2) dropped 13 percent. The increase caused 

by EVQC may seem unusual because ofthe commonly held perception that Moore's Law (faster, better, cheaper) 
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is not only at work for producers, but also consumers. Note that the unit cost of a 400Mhz cmpu is actually less 

than the cost of the obsolete 300 due to a more advanced input technology (0.25 vs 0.35 microns). The example 

constant quality index does not repeal the part ofMoore's law that implies "cheaper", but does point out the 

importance of choosing a replacement that is the closest match to the obsolete cmpu. For instance, when the 300 

met its demise, the replacement candidates were the 450, 400 or 350. The 350 was a closer "match" both in terms 

of performance and market position. If the 350 had been chosen instead ofthe 400, then the cmpu index would 

have behaved much differently. Applying the same procedures used in Eq. 3, the index is restated in Eq. 4 with the 

350 designated as the substitute for the 300. 

Eq.4 [(EVQC of300Mhz to 350Mhz) plus 333Mhz; tb =4-98, tc =10-98] 


IPt t =L(Pxlc -EVQC"lc)+PX2c/LPxlb +Px2 =$361/$1113=0.324
b,c b 
Where Px1 =350Mhz ; EVQCxl ::::$33;Px2 =333Mhzand Px1 =300Mhz; PX2 =333Mhz 

c c c b b 


LPt • = (350Mhz-EVQC)+333Mhz ::::L($213-$33)+$181::::$361 


LPtb ::::300Mhz+333Mhz=L$530+$583=$1113 


The derivation of the EVQC and constant performance price used to calculate eq. 4 is shown below. 

Constant Price Performance For the 350 Relative to the 300 Cm u 
350 CMPUint/fp X 300 PlPerf = Constant Performance Price 

12.88 X $17.49::: $225.27 

EVQC =350Mhz Constant Performance price - 300Mhz nominal price 

=$225-$192 

=$33 


Note that the nominal price ofthe 350 on 10-98 is $213 CPt), but its constant performance price is $225.27. In 
c 

other words, the 350 sells at a discount to its constant performance price and the amount of this discount relative to 

the nominal price of the 300 will show up as a measure ofa constant quality price decline. 

As in eq. 3, the EVQC is subtracted from the 350's nominal price in eq. 4 to obtain a quality adjusted price relative. 

Using the 350 as a substitute instead ofthe 400, the cmpu index reverses directions and drops 15.4 percent relative 

to 9-98 (0.324/0.383). 

The Margin Effect 

It is important to understand why the choice ofcmpu replacement for an EOL product can cause significant 

variation in measures ofquality adjusted price change. Cmpu producer margins vary across their product lines, 

with relatively powerful cmpus commanding much higher margins than cmpus in the low-end segment or those 

approaching obsolescence48 
• To help illustrate, table 11 is repeated below. 

48 Moore's Law is also at work here. 
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Table 11 
Monthl 
Yr 

$ 
PII450 

$lPerf 
PII450 

$ 
PII400 

$lPerf 
PII400 

$ 
PII350 

$lPerf 
PII350 

$ 
PII333 

$/Perf 
PII333 

$ 
PII300 

$/Perf 
PII300 

12-99 $230 14.06 $173 11.82 EOL N/A EOL N/A EOL N/A 
8-99 $230 14.06 $173 11.82 EOL N/A EOL N/A EOL N/A 
5-99 $268 16.40 $193 13.18 $163 12.65 EOL N/A EOL N/A 
4-99 $396 24.24 $234 15.98 $163 12.65 EOL N/A EOL N/A 
3-99 $476 29.13 $264 18.03 $192 14.91 EOL N/A EOL N/A 
1-99 $562 34.39 $353 24.11 $202 15.68 $181 15.07 EOL N/A 
10-98 $562 34.39 $375 25.61 $213 16.54 $181 15.07 EOL N/A 
9-98 $669 40.94 $482 32.92 $299 23.21 $234 19.48 $192 17.49 
7-98 N/A N/A $589 40.23 $423 32.84 $316 26.31 $209 19.03 
6-98 N/A N/A $722 49.32 $519 40.30 $412 34.30 $305 27.78 
5-98 N/A N/A $824 56.28 $621 48.21 $492 40.97 $375 34.15 
4-98 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $583 48.54 $530 48.27 
2-98 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $722 60.11 $530 48.27 
1-98 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $738 67.21 
8-97 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $851 77.50 

Note the relatively high PfPerf ratios in the early stages of a cmpu's life cycle. Producers have observed and 

responded to the fact that as they introduce new faster cmpus, the most performance demanding segment49 ofthe 

market is willing to pay a significant premium relative to explicit measures ofperformance-based change. The 

premium can be seen as additional margin on the producer side and additional utility for a specific market segment. 

This price-performance premium or technological reward, is available to the producer even when unit 

manufacturing costs drop relative to lower quality, late life cycle cmpus50
• Using table 11 data, we can see that the 

300 was introduced on 8-97 as the fastest and highest margin X86 cmpu on the planet. By 9-98, the 300 had fallen 

so far behind the performance curve that it became obsolete. Within this 13 month life cycle, the 300 fell from its 

initial price of$851 to $192. The 333 suffered a similar fate, introduced on 2-98, but on the scrap heap by 1-99. 

The 400 was introduced on 5-98 at $824 and by 8-99 had declined to $173 as new faster cmpus were introduced. 

The large difference between cost and initial seIling price, enables a company like Intel to rapidly reduce prices for 

existing products as they bring new products to market. Quoting from IMF5
I, A consistent theme in Intel's product 

strategy over the pastfew years has been breathtaking price cuts. An average of25-30% per quarter, a rate of65

75% per year! In other words, many Intel processors today cost one-third to one-quarter oftheir price one year 

ago. Over the long term, this rapid pace is fueled by the company's continual movement from one Ie process 

generation <new inputs> to the next. The life cycle descriptions and quote from IMF lend support to the notion 

that relative performance and market segmentation plays a more significant role than unit cost in determining 

49 Examples are ubiquitous. For example Intel's 1998 Annual Report states that Intel's strategy is to introduce ever higher 
. performance microprocessors tailored/or the different segments o/the world computing market, using a tiered branding 

approach ... the Company's gross margin varies depending on the mix o/types and speeds o/microprocessors. 
50 When unit costs drop additional large premiums would be unlikely in a more competitive market but in a less competitive 

market additional premiums combined with declining unit cost enables the dominant producer to acquire and then allocate 

significantly larger resources to capital expenditures and R&D. 

51 Intel Microprocessor Forecast, Product Roadmap, Volumes, Costs, & Prices, 4th Ed., pg. 37, Publisher: 

MicroDesign Resources, 1998. 
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pricing strategy for cmpus. 

It should be clear that if an obsolete cmpu is replaced with one that is at or near the beginning of its life cycle and 

therefore commands a relatively high margin, constant quality comparisons within the PPI will usually result in a 

significant pure price increase. On the other hand, if we rigorously adhere to the goal of selecting cmpu substitutes 

that are the closest match in terms offeatures, performance and market segment, most ofthe margin variance 

disappears and the difference in nominal prices is generally less than the difference in relative performance. To 

illustrate the importance of identifying appropriate cmpu replacements, Appendix A presents three price indexes 

constructed over a two year period, each based on different substitution strategies. Significant margin differentials 

between early and late cycle cmpus are likely to continue as long as the market lacks vigorous competition in the 

high performance segment or if the laws of physics and their application to input technologies do not eventually 

repeal Moore's law. 

The proposed methodology for estimating cmpu quality change can be complimented with a more aggressive 

substitution strategy. This strategy should have the goal ofensuring that closest match cmpu substitutes are 

selected while also satisfying the seemingly contradictory goal of maintaining a representative mix ofearly, mid 

and late life cycle products. 

Minimizing Potential Biases Induced By Rapid Product Displacement 

Many of the high-tech producers in the PPI are in a state of perpetual revolution, where rapid innovation is a 

survival requirement. The business models for these producers depend on technical innovations that cannibalize 

existing products in order to maintain or increase market share. Technological improvements can quickly force 

predecessor products, including those ofthe competition, into a low-margin commodity status and then 

obsolescence. As products are displaced by technology, the relative importanceS2 ofthe PPI's sampled output may 

diverge significantly from industry output. This displacement has potentially negative consequences for measures 

of real domestic output, value added by industry and productivity. 

A substitution strategy that correctly adapts to rapid product displacement is complicated by several factors. We 

have already established that cmpu life cycles are exceptionally short, often less than a year. During this time, 

technological innovation can force a cmpu to move quickly through different market segments thathave different 

demand functions. For example, when the PPI samples an early life cycle cmpu it may be a cutting-edge, relatively 

high-priced, but low volume product. Within a few months, steep price declines enable a transition to a 

mainstream, high volume product. In a few more months, continued price declines enable a transition to a 

relatively low-priced, low volume product and then obsolescence. The breathtaking speed of passage through 

S2DispJaced products in this context usually have a different rate ofprice change and therefore are not accurate proxies for the 
newly dominant but unobserved product(s). 
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these roughly defined market segments 53 (high performance, mainstream, low performance) is illustrated in Chart 

2. 

Chart 2. 

Quarterly Unit Shipments (millions) 

6.0 

5.0 

4.0 

3.0 

2.0 

1.0 

0.0 
4Q96 lQ97 2Q97 3Q97 4Q97 lQ98 2Q98 3Q98 4Q98 lQ99 2Q99 3Q99 4Q99 IQOO 2QOO 

-233Mhz 

--266Mhz 

--333Mhz 

-350Mhz 

--450Mhz 

*Constructedfrom estimated historical shipment data in "Intel Microprocessor Forecast")HOOEdition, 
MicroDesign Resources, pg. 132. The end-ol-life points in the estimated shipments data have been adjusted to 
reflect publicly available pricing data from the manufacturer. The pricing data spanned the production life of 
each cmpu and had the effect ofmoving the end-ol-lifo pointfor several cmpus back one quarter. The small 
difference is likely due to the shipments data including sales made from mfg. or distributor inventories after 
production had ceased 

One of the effects ofthe cmpus short and volatile life cycle can be described as follows. Assume that a PPI sample 

includes four cmpus that represent a cross section ofthe performance range shown in chart 2. As we progress 

through time, the price index is composed ofcmpus whose relative importance in the marketplace are shifting so 

quickly that an overall measure ofprice change may be distorted54
• For instance, if 4Q98 is arbitrarily chosen as 

the base date for a index comprised5s ofthe 300,333,350 and 400Mhz cmpus, the rate of price change for each 

varies as it progresses through different life cycle stages (see table 13). The relative importance of these different 

rates of price change is exceptionally volatile due to large and rapid changes in unit volumes. The PPI 

53 Intel's 1998 annual report provides an interesting and relevant producer perspective. The industry in which Intel operates is 
characterized by very short product life cycles, and the Company's continued success is dependent on technological 
advances ... and implementations a/new processes and new strategic products/or specific market segments. 
S4 The most rapid price declines often occur in the early stage of a cmpu's life cycle but may slow as obsolescence approaches. 
If the rate ofprice change is stable throughout the cmpus life cycle, then relative importance at the item level is ofless interest. 
5S The contiguous ordering within the performance universe of cmpus is used to simplifY substitution choices. A sample based 
on probability proportionate to shipments, as in the PPI, may be tightly grouped for mainstream cmpus and less so for early and 
old life cycle cmpus. 
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cannot directly respond to monthly real-world changes in relative importance. Instead the analyst is faced with a 

continuous parade of late life cycle cmpus that are quickly forced into obsolescence, but is generally aware of the 

following market conditions that were illustrated in Chart 2. 

-The 300Mhz has essentially reached end-of-Iife in 4Q98, with an extremely sharp drop in unit shipments 

from the peak reached in the previous two quarters. 

-The closest replacement for the 300 in terms oftechnology and performance is the 333 which will match 

the rapid decline in unit shipments of the 300 and reach end oflife in 2Q99. 

-As the 333 reaches end of life the closest match both in terms of performance and lagged unit shipment 

trend is the 350 and the pattern continues. 

*Table 13 

MonthlYr 
Non-Index 
450Mhz 

Index 
Item 1 

400Mhz 

Index 
Item 2 

350Mhz 

Index 
Item 3 

333Mhz 

Index 
Item 4 

300Mhz 
12-99 $230 $1.73 EOL EOL EOL 
8-99 $230 $173 EOL EOL EOL 
5-99 $268 $193 $163 EOL EOL 
4-99 $396 $234 $163 EOL EOL 
3-99 $476 $264 $192 EOL EOL 
1-99 $562 $353 $202 $181 EOL 
10-98 $562 $375 $213 $181 EOL 
9-98 $669 $482 $299 $234 $192 
7-98 nla $589 $423 $316 $209 
6-98 nla $722 $519 $412 $305 
5-98 nla $824 $621 $492 $375 
4-98 n/a nla nla $583 $530 
2-98 nla nla nla $722 $530 
1-98 nla nla nla nla $738 
8-97 nla nla nla nla $851 

*Pricing data for the hypothetical sample is a subset ofprices and cmpus shown in table 11. 

With the market conditions described, the PPI analyst must obtain a replacement product each time a cmpu reaches 

end-of-life to maintain index continuity. As a general rule continuity is best obtained with the introduction ofa 

substitute that is the closest match in terms of technology and market position. However, if this strategy is 

followed for an index that is composed of short life cycle products, then the index can be quickly biased towards 

late life cycle products. In other words, if the original sample included an early life cycle cmpu which 

subsequently becomes obsolete, then the closest match at the time of substitution is another late life cycle product 

that is approaching, but not yet reached EOL. For instance, when the 300Mhz reaches EOL, the 333Mhz cmpu is 

the closest match in terms of technology, market position, and price trend but is unavailable because it is already 

included in the price index. The closest A VAILABE substitute is the 450Mhz cmpu which is, at this point, an 

early life product that is produced with different input technologies and priced for a significantly different market. 

If the 450Mhz is introduced as a substitute for the 300Mhz, the PPI analyst is confronted with a nominal price 

relative of $562/$192. The complexity and uncertainty ofquality adjusting nominal prices, particularly for high
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tech products, is magnified by the degree of dissimilarity between an old product and its substitute. A modification 

of the PPI's normal substitution strategy may help to improve index continuity by more rigorously adhering to the 

principle of closest match. 

The proposed modification is straightforward, but requires the PPI analyst to view the sample holistically when 

replacements are necessary. For example, cmpus in our hypothetical price index are presented in table 14 that span 

a range of technologies and life cycles represented by 400Mhz (item I), 350Mhz (item 2), 333Mhz (item 3) and 

300Mhz (item 4). When the 300 becomes obsolete, rather than arbitrarily replace it with the next available cmpu 

that is not in the index (the 450), it is replaced with it's closest "match", the 333. Since the 333 is already in the 

index the mechanics ofsuch areplacement strategy can be accomplished with the following actions. Item 4 is 

replaced with item 3, item 3 is replaced with item 2 and item 2 is replaced with item 1. The original item I, which 

was occupied by the 400 and represented the early life, high performance, but low volume segment is now vacant 

but can be filled with its closest available match, the 450, which becomes the new early life cycle representative. 

Table 14 

Original Sample 
I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 

400M 350M 333M 300M 
Original Sample Mter Obsolescence of 300Mhz (Item 4) 

I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 
400Mhz~ 350Mhz~ 333Mhz~ end-of-life 

Updated Sample Via Modified Directed Substitution 
I I 2 I 3 I 4 

This replacement scenario may seem aggressive but has some desirable qualities. First, as cmpus reach end-of-life, 

the sample is adjusted so that it is essentially forced to maintain a representative product mix that spans the entire 

cmpu life cycle spectrum. Each item # in effect, becomes a placeholder for a predetermined life cycle stage that is 

roughly equivalent to the following: item I is reserved for low volume early life cycle cmpus, items 2 and 3 for 

high volume mature cmpus, and item 4 for low volume late life cmpus. This strategy also addresses the problem of 

tremendous disparity in unit shipments within various stages ofa cmpus short life cycle. The 4Q98 time period 

(index base date) in chart 2 presents a snapshot ofthis weighting issue. Because item weights that are provided by 

the producer are held fixed at the base period, the placeholder system insures that a high relative importance mid

life cmpu, such as item 2, will not be introduced as a substitute for a low relative importance late-life cmpu, such 

as item 4. However, every two to three months (ifhistory is any guide) an item 4 cmpu becomes obsolete, which 

under the proposed substitution procedure, triggers a simultaneous shift of the remaining cmpus among items 2 

through 4 and introduces a new early-life cmpu for item 1. This procedure is likely to provide a better match for 

the abrupt changes in shipment patterns shown in chart 2. The effect on the price index from following this 

substitution pattern should be an improvement in the relative importance of cmpu price relatives in the Laspeyres

based PPI. 
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Unfortunately, a tailored substitution strategy for cmpus is not costless. The PPJ analyst will be faced with making 

multiple56 substitutions when a cmpu becomes obsolete compared to one substitute under the existing procedure. 

In addition, the analyst must now estimate valuations of quality change for each of the multiple substitutes. This 

strategy is more vulnerable to inadequate measures of quality change due to their greater frequency, but the 

previously described CMPUintlfp measure may address this issue. 

Summary of CMPU Quality Adjustment Proposal 

The use ofopen, technically agnostic and consistently defined cmpu performance benchmarks present the PPJ with 

a means ofvaluing quality change that has important advantages over existing procedures. Several types of quality 

change are routinely exhibited by cmpus that marginalize the utility of conventional (including hedonic) techniques 

in a real time production environment. The availability of SPEC benchmarks across the range ofcurrently 

produced domestic cmpus give the PPJ an alternative procedure to isolate pure price change from quality change. 

The perfect quality adjustment tool is elusive because valuations of quality change are routinely based on estimates 

that are in tum often based on incomplete data. Cmpus are an extreme example and the proposed CMPUintlfp 

benchmark is a compromise that in a best case scenario provides a rough approximation of values associated with 

observable changes in cmpu performance. Even in this best case scenario periodic adjustments may be required as 

the importance of integer and fp executions evolve along with cmpu architectures57
• J should also note that 

CMPUintlfp is primarily targeted at mainstream cmpus designed for non-portable and non-server applications. 

Low-voltage versions of many X86 cmpus58 are produced for notebook computers. Measuring quality change for 

low voltage cmpus is more complex because producers differentiate these products with technologies that are not 

as focused on performance. For example, input technologies for low-voltage cmpus place much greater emphasis 

on extending battery life and minimizing heat generation. Performance is still important, but it fails to capture 

significant technology features unique to the low-voltage products. It may be possible to develop a hybrid 

benchmark for low-voltage cmpus that measures relative changes in energy management features (such as 

wattslPerformance) which could be added to the integer and floating point measure with an appropriate weighting 

estimate. 

Another issue that has not been presented is the redefinition ofthe SPEC guidelines and test parameters that occur 

approximately every three years (1989, 1992, 1995 and 2000). When SPEC updates their benchmarks they are 

56 The PPI microprocessor index currently has about IS cmpu items. This does not mean an obsolete product will trigger J 5 
substitutes. Items are company specific and so are substitutes. Another factor that limits the range of substitutions, is that 
reallocation ofcmpus among item placeholders only occurs within a cmpu family. For instance, the X86 market is composed of 
different technology families targeted at distinct markets such as low voltage cmpus for portable applications. A change in one 
family does not necessarily trigger a product rotation in another. 
57 As fp improves, cmpus may take on functions currently handled by peripheral equipment such as modems and sound cards. 
There is also the possibility that future cmpus may include entirely new executions units such as digital signal processors 
(DSPs) to handle these functions which may require the addition ofa 3n1 component to the composite benchmark, perhaps 
CMPUintlfp/dsp. 
58 Low-voltage cmpus represent about 15% of the cmpu market. 
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generally not backward compatible. However, these problems are relatively minor compared to the current lack of 

an effective cmpu quality adjustment methodology in the PPI. The ability to quickly calculate constant quality 

prices enables the PPI to substantially improve its Microprocessor index which also increase its accuracy as a 

deflator. 

As long as the focus of cmpu technological change continues to broadly target the execution speed of integer and 

:tp instructions, then CMPUintlfp may serve as a viable alternative quality adjustment tool. If the net effects of 

cmpu technological change begin to shift into features and capabilities that are opaque to CMPUintlfp, then 

enhancements to this measure ofquality change can be explored. 
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Appendix A 

Price Indexes for Intel MPUs (1-97 thru 11-99) 


Three price indexes were constructed for cmpus based on the same secondary data sources currently used as a supplement to 
track prices in the PPI. Note that the selection of specific cmpus for these indexes differs from those used in the PPI. A start 
(base) date of 1-97 was chosen to limit, thereby simplifYing, price comparisons to three distinct technological generations. The 
start date also corresponds to the effective date that PPI introduced secondary price data into its microprocessor index. A 
description of methodology and general conclusions follow. 

Direct Explicit ExplicitQA 
Table 1* Link QA Best Match 
Jan-97 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Feb-97 79.9 79.9 79.9 
Mar-97 72.6 72.6 72.6 
Apr-97 72.6 72.6 72.6 
May-97 65.3 65.3 65.3 
Jun-97 65.3 65.3 65.3 
Jul-97 65.3 65.3 65.3 
Aug-97 41.7 61.8 43.5 
Sep-97 41.7 61.8 43.5 
Oct-97 41.7 61.8 43.5 
Nov-97 35.6 63.8 39.5 
Dec-97 35.6 63.8 39.5 
Jan-98 33.4 57.4 37.5 
Feb-98 27.3 77.4 46.2 
Mar-98 27.3 77.4 46.2 
Apr-98 26.8 74.3 44.3 
May-98 20.3 55.1 33.8 
Jun-98 17.5 45.8 29.5 
Jul-98 16.1 46.6 28.2 
Aug-98 16.1 46.6 28.2 
Sep-98 14.6 79.8 32.6 
Oct-98 12.2 65.6 27.9 
Nov-98 12.2 65.6 27.9 
Dec-98 12.2 65.6 27.9 
Jan-99 11.1 60.4 25.5 
Feb-99 10.4 68.7 27.7 
Mar-99 9.4 59.8 25.3 
Apr-99 8.0 53.2 22.4 
May-99 7.3 45.9 20.4 
Jun-99 7.0 44.4 20.0 
Jul-99 7.0 44.4 20.0 
Aug-99 6.6 42.6 19.3 
Sep-99 6.3 47.5 22.0 
Oct-99 6.3 47.5 22.0 
Nov-99 5.9 45.3 20.8 
* The 35 month period covered by the indexes include a range of technologies starting with the Pentium 120 and extending to 
the Pentium III 550. 
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Index Construction: 

To simplify index construction, all ofthe items that make up the three indexes were unweighted and based primarily on 
mainstream cmpus. Each index month includes 7 items that represent a cross-section ofthe market. For instance, the January 
97 indexes include prices for the Pentium 120, 133, 150, 166,200, I 66MMX and 200MMX. All of these products were sold 
into the mainstream market and represented approximately 75 percent ofcmpus revenue in the base period. Three different 
strategies were employed to deal with rapid obsolescence that is the norm for the computer microprocessor industry. These 
strategies can be summed up by direct link, explicit QA and explicit QA with best match. In all cases prices were tracked until 
the cmpu reached obsolescence and then a replacement was selected to maintain index continuity. 

The direct link index treats nominal price differences between an obsolete product and its replacement as an implicit measure of 
quality change. In other words, when a replacement is introduced, the price relative is adjusted to show no change. This 
procedure is the current default for the PPI due to a historic lack of appropriate data to calculate explicit quality valuations for 
technical change. The direct link index exhibits the largest decline over the almost 3-year period, dropping 94.1 percent. 

The explicit QA index uses the recently developed CMPUintlfp benchmarks (see table 10) to calculate valuations for changes in 
the processing capabilities (quality) of replacement cmpus relative to their predecessor. As cmpus became obsolete and 
required replacement, the closest available technological match that was not currently in the index was introduced. One ofthe 
implications for this strategy is random volatility occurs when cmpus at the end of their life cycle are sometimes unavoidably 
replaced with cmpus that are relatively early in their life cycle. Note that the life of cmpus is about 12 months, sometimes less. 
See pgs 34-36 for a description ofthe disproportionate price/performance premium that early life cycle cmpus command 
relative to those that have reached end-of-Iife. For index users, the effect is to cause seemingly random upward spikes in the 
explicit QA index. This index showed an overall decline of54.7 percent, but on several occasions jumped significantly. For 
instance, on Feb-98, the index jumped 34.8 percent and on Sep-98, the index skyrocketed 71.2 percent. Several smaller 
increases were observed on Nov-97, Feb-99 and Sep-99. In all cases, the increases were due to large differences in the nominal 
prices ofobsolete and early life cycle cmpu replacements relative to significantly smaller differences in measures of 
performance or quality change. 

The explicit QA best match index uses the same CMPUintlfp benchmarks as the explicit QA index, but takes a more aggressive 
approach for insuring the most appropriate technological match is selected as a replacement for obsolete cmpus. This index 
moderates much ofthe random volatility exhibited in the explicit QA index, but still exhibits increases in several months. For 
instance, on Feb-98 the index moves up 23.2 percent with smaller increases on three other occasions. The overall decline is 
79.2 percent compared to 54.7 percent for the explicit QA and 94.1 percent for the direct link [The PPI's published 
Microprocessor index which also employs direct link dropped 93.5 percent in a roughly comparable periods9]. The volatility 
could be further reduced in the best match index if comparisons are not made for cmpus that cross market boundaries, such as 
replacing a Pentium II with a CeIeron. This latter circumstance was unavoidable and touched on briefly in footnote 56 pg. 42 
with the observation that new classes ofcmpus may need to be periodically introduced as supplements to the original sample 
rather than force an inappropriate comparison. Of course, another way to deal with this issue is through the default direct link 
procedure which will treat all price change as quality change but may also re-introduce another potential source of bias. 
However, for consistency, direct links were not used in either ofthe explicit QA indexes. Unless trends undergo a dramatic 
change, the issue ofnew market segment cmpus will be rare, even for this dynamic industry. 

Conclusions 

If the CMPUintlfp benchmarks, or an equivalent, are adopted as a means to isolate pure price change from quality change in the 
PPI's Microprocessor index, user reaction to this change should be anticipated. I refer to the generally accepted notion that 
cmpu prices have followed a steady and dramatic downward trend. While it istrue that most cmpus are introduced at relatively 
high prices and then quickly decline, when explicit quality adjustments are available for replacements this notion may be turned 
upside down. The reality is that when a $800 cmpu replaces an end-of-life $100 cmpu, the $700 price difference cannot be 
entirely explained by quality change. To do so would deny one of the most fundamental truths of the semiconductor industry, 
namely Moore's Law. Moore's Law has consistently show an approximate doubling ofcmpu performance every 18 months for 
the last 25 years. This is a remarkable achievement for any industry, however when a replacement cmpu sells at a mUltiple as 
high as 8 times the obsolete cmpu there appears to be an additional margin available to the producer for the technical 
improvement. If this real price increase relative to the predecessor is not shown, then output price measures are unavoidably 

S9 The three example indexes cover Jan-97 through Nov-99. The PPI MPU index comparison is based on Jan-97 through Oct
99. 
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downward biased and output quantity measures are unavoidably upward biased. 

No matter what methodology is used, price indexes for cmpus will always be subject to the question of; What is the appropriate 
replacement choice for an obsolete cmpu? This is true for all products, but has particularly strong index effects for the output 
of high-tech rapidly changing industries. A strong case can be made that a direct link index is downward biased because it can 
never account for price-performance premiums that have partly characterized the cmpu market for more than 20 years. On the 
other hand, a quality adjusted index that limits the cmpu replacement candidates to those outside the index will almost certainly 
encounter inappropriate replacement choices. For instance, the largest increases in the explicit QA index were due to having to 
choose among cmpu replacements that were in the early life, high margin and high performance market segment. These cmpus 
are not sold or positioned in the market to replace late life, relatively low performance cmpus. Such comparisons introduce an 
upward bias because they almost guarantee a large pure price increase, but the comparison is one that should not be made in the 
first place. The explicit QA best match represents a middle ground between the respective upward and downward biases of 
explicit QA and direct link. It should be noted, that even with the explicit QA best match, counterintuitive increases in the index 
may occur from time to time, but the long-term movement (as shown in the example) should be a substantial negative AGR. 

If the closest match strategy is followed, then occasional increases in the index may simply reflect a dynamic market that is 
never in equilibrium. Another factor, is that many of the classical assumptions ofperfect competition and price behavior do not 
describe the microprocessor industry. If entry barriers (such as very large capital requirements) enable producers to adopt a 
pricing strategy that maximizes profits but not necessarily output, then additional complexity is introduced into constant quality 
measures in an output index. To the extent that users of the PPl's Microprocessor index view the market as a series ofnew 
technology introductions followed by rapid price declines they are likely to be caught off-guard by occasional increases in a 
index that are due to estimated values of a rapidly changing price-performance surface. It may be that any methodology 
designed to isolate pure cmpu price change that generates index movement that challenges long-held anecdotal assumptions is 
initially likely to be a ripe target for criticism. 

As a final note, weighing issues have been ignored. To the extent that both early life and end of life cmpus carry little weight in 
the market, much ofthe price-performance disparity between these two classes ofcmpus will be dissipated. However, the 
assignment of correct item weights is a difficult problem. A new, relatively high-priced cmpu may start off with monthly unit 
shipments of 50,000 but reach 8-10 million in six months and then zero after 11-14 months. Initial fixed weight assignments 
that are in tum moved by declining price relatives introduce a different set of issues that may affect index movement for an 
extremely dynamic market. 
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Of1ic~ QJ the.,SOIiCitorU.S. Department of Labor 
WaSlhi.nglon. p,C. 29210 

May 18, 2010 

Via Email and uSPS 
M~c.haelL. Denger, Esq, 
Gi\Js9n, Du,nn;& Cruicher,l,LJ? 
1050 Connec,ticut Avel1:ue,NW 
Washington, DC 20036-5306 
Email: MD.eIiger@gibsQndunn.coJIi 

Re: In. th¢ Matte.r afintel Corp. 
FTGDocketNo~: 934.1 

DeatMr. Den~er: 

This office is in receipt ofyour May 3,20l(), ,etteraIld April il;~Ol(), s.\ib.PQ~a: (Of the 
.deposition testlmonyofBureau.,of Labor Statistics.('~BLS'9"eJllployee, Michae.ll::l~ddway. 
You seek his: testimony iegatdmg "pubIishedarticles' and materials in the.public:domain 
authpred by Mr. Holdway &I1d .others" and "data: cQntained.in publishe.d ptoducerpnce 
indices:" . 

The Departmeiltof Labor's (DOL's) regulations generally- pr()hibit Jts .~m:ploYtles from 
.tllmishing any Ihfortnatlcm,. either documentary or-testimomal. in response. to a sribpoe.n:a. 
O.r; ,d¢.mand without the, approvaIof the appropriate' Deputy Solicitor of Labor. See 29' 
C.fJ~,. Part 2. Subpart C; These re~lations~ which hllve·beert. endorsed:"J~y thecourt$~ ate 
patterned after regulations that were uphel4 inUni!ed State~ ex. rei, 'ffJ.uny v; ,8ag~,,;':34Q 
tJ:S.,462 (1951). . 

TO.a$sist the Peputy Solicitor in asse~ing thepfopnety' of ,lifting the. prohibitionaiid 
au,thoJjzing the r~le~e 'of'i.nfonnation. POL's r:egulaHons(urt1wrpr.o:vide.th,at the p~y 
issuing the subpoena or making Uledemand must furnj~h ti:Ie.S(Ylicitor'S ;oro~ with ~ 
written suiilihary of the information sought and its relevance :to the proc~ing. /in 
c.Ol'Ulectioh whh which it was served. See; 29 C.F.R. § 2.21. The· D¢putY':SoliCitor must 
w¢igh the party's "need for the testimony [.or docwnents] against the adverse effeCts ort 
th¢Dep~eni Qf: L.~bOI~lSCQncerns.'1 Baker v. United States' f)ep 't ofLabor, 31 .F. SUppa 
2d 985'.987 :(S.D. Fla. J998) .. DOL's COllcern.s' include "centraJizingtheQisse~mitio.~ of 
information of the ~gency (e..g. restricting investigators from I;:xpres!)i~gop~o~s'Qn: 
policy matterS), ,minimizing governmental invo.lvement In eoiitroYefsial:matters UIitelated 
to offIcial bl)slnessand avoJdin.sthe expenditure of government time. and mon~y' for 
priyate·:pwp.oses,"1d 

To overcome these public polit:;yconcems,. arequester must d~mo~trate!'tlle:infonp;at.iQn 
sought is .both relevant arid essential to the presentation of his.or her case; there are; not 
reasonab:le: alternative means, for acquiring the. infortnatiorisotight, and'thilt a si.gniflcant 

http:cQntained.in
mailto:MD.eIiger@gibsQndunn.coJIi


Michael L. Denger, Esq. :May 18~ 2010 
Gihson, Dunn & Crutcher, LLP Page 2 of4 

injustice would en~ue ifthe desired testimony or records were not to .bemad~ ~vlP:lable~" 
Herr v.. McCormick Grai,~-The Heiman .co" 1994 WL 324558, *2 (D. Kan. JUIie 28, 
1994). 

As an initi~lqllltter, your .Ap~121, 201O;suppoenllis· invalidb~aus~ it w~not oP~in¢. 
via proper procedures. Federal Trade <;:ommission'regulations(16 C:P.R. Ch. 1, et seq.:) 
outHiIe 'the proper procedures. for issuing ..subpoenas to witnesses. inpilrticUlar, these 
regulations governs the :procedtite fOi'is:swng' a 'subpoena-to govertlinental "officials or 
~pl()yees, Qf goy~rt1tO~n~al agencies Qth~r ·than. th¢ COiJUilis&jon.~' 1.6 C.FJ~. § ~.:36. 
Section 3~36 mandate.s that the requesting party must apply fora§ubpgena bYIJlQtion, iUld 
identify specific factors, which are identified in tbls section. UpOn reView ,of the· FTC 
Docket Record, ito such motion was flle<i:or· received by theCoiiunission of ALJ. 
h~dIingthls matter.. Therefore, thissubpoerta is invalirland 1in~nfot~eable: 

NotwithstandiJ1g th~ WlenfQrceabiUty Qfth~ 'subpo~na, your May. 3,:201Q, 'le~er fails. to 
overcomeDOUs substailtial policy conceins protected by the' general prohibition against 
aliowing;its>employees. to participate in outside liti~atioii. 

In your M~y.3·. 201 p, let~er, you jndicat~ that ~.MiUer will be deposed on two tqpjys: 

(aJ Published articles alid materials in the public doinainautbor&Lby Mi-~ Holdway 
and others involving 'producerprice indic.es for microprocessors~.semiconducto.rs; 
personalcomputers,portablesand laptops, and computer storage devices;. and .. 

(b) Datac(mtamed.:in pubUshed.·producer pric:e indices for microprocessors,., CQlPPutc;:J; 
. storage deviCes, personal computers and portable laptops. . 

You explicitly state·that Mr. Holdway will 'bot. be inq~i'red .about ,j(~): disClosure orally' 
non-public 'material :GOritainedin the files of the J)epartmen.t ofL8.1:>ol' (inclu4iJ,1g .t1;le 
Bureau Qf'LlibQf Statj~tics) or llcqui~by th~ DepartJrleqtof1:.abQT jI1 p~rforniin.g the 
offici~il duties of the Department; ~d (bJ any matter, involving Mr. 'Holdway's official' 
·.statusotthep.erfoimailce ofhisot others; official duties at the Departnieht oft,;aljoi';t; 

First, your May 3,20jO, letter lmplie~that Mr. HoldwaywiItbe'~~p~ted to i¢$tify a,s.,an 
expert cpncem.ing .Pfoducer· price indices for nUcroprocessQrs, .s~i¢ondu.c(or&; .person\\l 
compuiers, portables' and laptops, anci comp\,lte.r storage devices. He is being requested to 
explain not only his own documents on thisimbjectj'but to explain documents "authored 
by...others" on this subject. You further-request him to .explairiptibiished producer price· 
indices. 

Governm~nl employees are gener~lly notp.~n:nitted tot~stify a~ w e.xpert. witness in any 
proceeding before a.court .or agency of the united States ill which the United States is Ii 
party or has a ·direct 01' substaritialinterest, other than on .behalfofthe. United States. 5 
C,P:tt § 2635.805(a). A government empioyee wiH onlybe.=pennitted to te.stilY in these. 
situations; where the "employee'.s s¢rvice:as an. ¢xpert witnes~ -is in' the interest· ()f the 
G()vernrne.nf' or where the, "subject matter of th~ te:;thnony (;loes- ,not r~Jate to the.. 
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employee's official duties within the meaning of §2635.807(a)(2,)(i)." S' C.F..R. §: 
2635.805(c). 

In :th.is matter, DOL has consulted witQ the FTC counsel IUld hasde~ermined tha~ 'Mr. 
Holdway's testimony would not be in the interest of ·the Government because'this 
infotmation is' irreleVaIitandmisleading to the issues before the FTC. Furthennore.. Mi'. 
HOldwafs testimony would -relate .to, his fonnerQffic'ial dutiesatBLS bee.aJ.iSc·the. two 
documents he authored were done onthebefutlfof BLS in 'his fonner official .capaci~y.; 
For these .reasons, I decline·toauthoriz.e Mr. lIoldwa.y to' testify ~ an expert W'ifue~s '.~~. 
the deposition; 

Seco~d, .if y~)Ur requestis fot Mr. }:Ioldway to testify:merely asa fact witness, your May, 
3, 2010, letter I)till does not overcoll1e DOI:ssubstantial'i)olicy.:cop.c.ems.protecled· by jb.e 
general proh.ibitionagajnst allowing its ·tmlploy«.s topm:tic.pate in outside litigation.. 

.AS youbave explained in: your lette~, Mi'. Holdway haS: authored' two articles that are hI 
the' pubtic dom3.in. Additionally, the, producer prlce'irtdic¢s are also contwned in the 
pril>ljc domain, Ea9hQfthes.e documents ~an b~ 'found on. the BL.S 'offieiaJ website; 
These documents speak Jor themselves 'anq,as already stated.. any ~nht:f :analysi~of 
these documents would cause Mr, Holdway to :act as an expert witness.. Yo.u :have 'not 
explained in your letter boW Mr. Holdway's fact testlMonycotrld: add to. the.l'rtformatio'fi. 
aIfeadY available in these, dOC\llllents ~d. any. factuaitestim:ony would. likely :be 
duplicatiVe of facisalr.eady availahle to you, and UnnecessanlYburdensome to' POL. 

;Moreover, Mr. Holdway; while. still employed by.BL8, left th¢;position with, BLSwhere 
he aUihoredthes.e two artIcles in. late :2,001. He hasuQt worked on this type or data 
coHection a'Jjd analysis sInce, then and can not te.call -reaQ.ilythe basis of the :iWo ar:ti¢les 
he auth9J;ed. Furthenn9re, Mr. H,oldWay does not work;with.tl;J.e p~a c<iU~1iQn!Uld 
analysis (If producer price indic~s and would -not be able to provide, .an analysis Qfthis 
dataatadepo'sition. 

FipaHy, Mr. Holdway1 g .appearance at a deposltionwo:lJld divert hhn ~Qm 'hi~ 4uti~s, ~4 
wouldb~ a drain on BLS·' scarCeresourc,~&, See, e.g., /Joron QfI v~ DQwl:lte; $7$ F;24'Q7~ 
70 (4111 CiT. 1989) (case involved subpoena issued to ,Environmental Protecti()n Agenc.y 
employee). If BLS employees 'were routinely peririitted .or 'compelled to testifY Jii 
private civil actions~,significant ioss: of manpower hours would predictablyresuit .arid 
ag~ncy employees would be drawn .from other important :assigmnertts..~' id..Fot th.ese 
rea$Qns; I decline. to:a\ltqorize Mr. Holdway to testify as a fact witness at the dc,:posiuon. 

Accordingly, for all the ;.reasons stated in this letter; Mr..Holdway is not authorized· to 
comply with yom deposition request. . 

Please. note that generally court's: ~dmit documents :that are pcpt of agovetnment agency 
records into evidence, whel].certified,asa Pllblic rc."Cor9, Acertified COPY' QfllllY recor<is 
released to you as part of this response may be proVided to you :upon request. If'you 
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would li~e:a certified copY'of such docwn~ts. please contact C,aroJ Rowanat202,.69l'" 
7099. 

This lettercQnsntutes. a "final agen.cy action" for purposesoi ~e Adm:inistratjv~ 
Pro~~\lre Act ("APA'~). 5 DiS.C. § 704, IfYQubave any qu~tions regarding this n.:u:ltt.er.. 
please.contact.Jennifer Springer at (202) 693-5748. . 

'Sincerely, 

RONALD Q. WHITING 
Deputy Solicitor of Labor 

for Regional Operations . 

By. ~~!kI. 
Counsel 

Divisiori ofMariag\'ID1ent and 


Administrative Le.gal Services 

U.s. Pep;utnieIit ofLabor 

200 C~:>I1st~tution. Ave., N,W., ~uiteN-2428 

Washington, D.C. 20210 


<;C, via email: 	 Michael Holdway (p0UBtS)' 
Chris Cl!.apm.~(D()Lla.LS) 
James ~runo (DOUSOL) 
Robby Robertson '(FTC) 
Tom Brock (fTC) 
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Gibson. Dunn & Crutcher lLP 

1050 Connecticut Avenue. N.W. 
Washinaton. DC 20036-5306 
Tel 202.955.8500 
w\vw·llibsondunn.com 

Michael L Danger 
Di8ct 202.955.8526May 3, 2010 FIIJC 202.955.8293 
~tdum.tom 

Client T4237~19Jennifer Springer, Esq. 
Attorney Advisor 
Office ofthe Solicitor 
Management and Administrative LegaJ Services 
U.S. Department ofLabor 
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W., N-2428 
Washington, D.C. 20210 

Re: 	 Subpoena Ad Testificandum to Michael Holdway. FTCDkt. No. 9341, In the Matter of 
Intel Corporation 

Dear Jennifer: 

This is in response to your letter transmitted via email on April 28, 2010, following up on our 
conversation relating to the subpoena for deposition testimony served on Michael Holdway 
by Intel Corporation ("Intel") (copy enclosed as Attachment 6). As you requested, pursuant 
to 29 C.F.R. § 2.21, Intel submits this letter as a written summary ofthe infonnation sought 
and its relevance to the proceeding in connection with which it is served, namely FrC Dkt. 
No. 9341, In the Matter ofIntel Corporation. 

In FTC Okt. No. 9341, the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") filed an administrative 
complaint alleging that Intel has monopolized the market for x86 microprocessors in 
violation ofSection 5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act. Intel has denied that it has done 
so. 

Central to an analysis ofmonopolization is the issue of"monopoJy power" - traditionally 
defined as "the power to control prices or exclude competition." See, e.g.• United States v. 
E.l du Pont de Nemml1ts & Co., 351 U.S. 377,391 (1956). 

To respond to the FTC's allegations that Intel has monopolized the x86 microprocessor 
market and restrained competition by suppressing output, restricting innovation, and raising 
the prices ofx86 microprocessors, Intel, as indicated in its Answer to the Complaint, intends 
to introduce evidence to show that (1) Intel's and industry output have greatly eXpanded in 
the last decade, (2) x86 microprocessors have captured substantial business from other types 
ofnon-x86 microprocessors (e.g., RISC processors), (3) rapid innovation in process· 
technology and microprocessor design have vastly increased the functionality and 
performance ofmicroprocessors, and (4) prices ofx86 microprocessors, adjusted for 
improvements in quality and performance, have declined annually at a substantial rate. 
These facts are directly relevant to whether Intel has monopoly power and whether 
competition has been adversely affected by Intel's alleged conduct. 

Brussels' Century City • Dallas' Denver· Dubai • Lolldon • LOS Angeles' Munich' N ... York • Orange County 
Palo Alia' Pari.· San Francisco' Sio Paulo· Siniilporo' Washlncton. D.C. 
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To establish that x86 microprocessor prices, adjusted for quality and performance, have 
declined rapidly and continuously though the period it allegedly engaged in monopolization 
(i.e., since 1999), Intel relies, in part, on the public Bureau ofLabor Statistics Producer Price 
Index ("PPI") for microprocessors ("mpus"), series PCU3344133344132 (Attachment 1 
hereto), which series includes x86 microprocessors. The Microprocessor PPI has also 
declined faster than the numerous products in competitive markets for which the BLS has a 
PPI price series, further indicating the x86 processor market is competitive. See Intel 
Answer, p. 1 (Attachment 5 hereto). 

The microprocessor PPI includes both x86 microprocessors and non-x86 microprocessors 
designed for computer applications ("cmpus") and embedded microprocessors designed for 
use in non-computer applications ("empus"), such as cellular phones, printers, and pagers. 

FTC counsel supporting the complaint ("Complaint Counsel") have asserted that Intel cannot 
rely on the Microprocessor PPI data to show rapidly declining x86 microprocessor prices for 
two reasons. First, the Microprocessor PPI contains non-x86 processor pricing data. 
including that for billions ofembedded microprocessors used, inter alia, in cell phones, cars 
and televisions, which Complaint COWlSel asserts renders the BLS data overinclusive and 
meaningless. Second, Complaint Counsel argue that the Microprocessor PPI does not 
include pricing data obtained directly from Intel (the leading x86 producer), and thus does 
not measure changes in x86 processor prices. 

With respect to the subject matter ofMr. Holdway's deposition, Appendix A to the subpoena 
served on him limits the areas of inquiry at the deposition. First, it provides that Intel will 
not inquire about the following subjects: (a) disclosure ofany non-pUblic material contained 
in the files of the Department ofLabor (including the Bureau ofLabor Statistics) or acquired 
by the Department ofLabor in performing the official duties ofthe Department; and (b) any 
matter involving Mr. Holdway's official status or the performance ofhis or others' official 
duties at the Department ofLabor. This should eliminate many traditional concerns ofthe 
Department. Second, it indicates that the subject matter will involve (a) published articles 
and materials in the public domain authored by Mr. Holdwayand others involving producer 
price indices for microprocessors, semiconductors, personal computers, portables and 
laptops, and computer storage devices; and (b) data contained in published producer price 
indices for microprocessors, computer storage devices, personal computers and portable 
laptops. See Attachments 2-4 hereto. 

Mr. Holdway has written several papers and articles that are available in the public domain, 
which also reference papers and articles written by others, that are directly relevant to the 
two challenges to the PPI data raised by fTC Complaint Counsel. His first paper, "A." 
Alternative Methodology: Valuing Quality Change/or Microprocessors in the PPI," revised 
Ja,J}@fY ~1,makes' two ~D'n:le-.Yitif.ito Ctirbj)_t ~Hs a:s:sertfdD tbaliHie 
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microprocessor PPI data is meaningless because it includes data including billions of 
embedded processors (empus).1 

First, even though empus account for billions of processor shipments, they account for less 
than 20% ofprocessor revenue because oftheir much lower average selling prices relative to 
cmpus used for computer applications. Since the PPI indices are revenue rather than unit 
based, the inclusion ofempus in the index does not distort the results. (Holdway at p. 2 and 
nn.2-3). 

Second, Mr. Holdway shows that computer microprocessors (cmpus) - not embedded 
processors (empus) - were driving the price declines in the quality adjusted Microprocessor 
PPI. He notes that "[b]ecause embedded designs are often application or customer specific. 
they tend to have longer life cycles relative to cmpus which reduce product substitutions and 
the corresponding need to value quality charge" and that, "[i]n contrast, cmpus have 
exceptionally short life cycles which require the PPI to make almost continued estimations of 
quality change." ld. At 2-3. It therefore follows that including empu data reduces the rate of 
price decline that would otherwise be reflected ifthe index were composed entirely ofx86 
microprocessors used in computer applications. See Holdway p. 3 and Chart 1. 

Mr. Holdway also has relevant information relating to Complaint Counsel's other criticism 
that Intel did not directly provide price and revenue data to the BLS for ~ts use in detcnnining 
the microprocessor PPI. Mr. Holdway notes that (1) trade publications estimated that Intel's 
share ofthe cmpu market in 1999 was approximately9Q01o based on revenue; (2) prior to 
1997, the PPI microprocessor series was driven largely by data for empus and small niche 
cmpu players "due in part to a significant non-response from a major segment of the cmpu 
market;"2 (3) tbis led to a disparity between the PPI sample and the real world 
microprocessor universe; and (4) this problem was overcome by BLS's bltroduction of 
secondary source pricing data for cmpus into the PPI in January 1997 to function as a 
"supplemental sample designed to represent 8S percent ofthe cmpu market that was not 
available for direct repricing in the PPI." 1d. at p. 3. Mr. Holdway further indicatcs that BLS 
obtained this secondary source pricing data for the major x86 cmpus from Microprocesor 
Report and ElectroniC News and that BLS uses both pUblications "as a cross-chcck for 
accuracy." ld. at p. S n. S. The effect ofincluding the secondary source cmpu pricing data 

I 	 In his paper, Mr. Holdway indicates that the views expressed are his own and not those of 
BLS or any ofits staff. 

2 	 Intel has admitted in Dkt. 9341 that it did not directJyprovidc price and revenue data to 
theaLS. 
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(which reflects Intel cmpu x86 prices) on tho rate ofdecline in the PPI for microprocessors is 
shown by Mr. HoJdway in Chart I on p. 3 ofhis ;qticle.3 

Mr. Holdway will also be asked to explain how to calculate percentage price changes as 
shown in Auachments 1 to 4, and to verify that the rate ofdecline is steepest for 
microprocessors vis-a-vis the other PPI series. 

Mr. H~ldway, based on other materials in the public domain, may also be asked about the 
genera) rationale for using quality adjustments in price series, and the use ofquality adjusted 
prices in the price series for computers (into which x86 microprocessors are incorporated). 
See Michael Holdway. "Quality Adjusting Computer Prices in the Producer Price Index: An 
Overview" (last modified Oct. 16.2001). 

Ifyou need any additional information, please let me know. 

Sincerely, 

MLD/tlw 
Enclosure(s) 

3 	Mr. Holdway may also be asked about other published papers written by others 
'Climfi~~~~\'PPI~~d.:Mlifi." diiYM .,Jiititjfft.. 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 


COMMISSIONERS: Jon LeIbowitz, Cbairman 
Pamela Jones Harbour 
WiDfam E. Kovadi: (I'eCUlecl) 
J. Tboma Rosch 

ID tbe Matter of ) 
) DOCKET NO. 9341 

INTEL CORPORATION, 
a corporatiDD 

) 
) 

REDACI'ED PUBLIC VERSION 

----------------------) 

'·ANSWERiOFRi'.SI!f)NJ)EM INTEL CORPORATION 

PursuaDt to Rule 3.ll of Ill. Commiulou'. Rulel of Practice for Adjudicative 
Proceedin&s, Respondent Intel Corporation (teIDtel") answen tbe Complala. u 'oUow.: 

The Complaint paints a picture ofcompetitioD for microprocessors and graphics products 
that bears Iiule resemblance to reality. Competition in these sectors bas been robust during the: 
Period covered by the Complaint, producing greater consumer bcocfits than any other sector of 
the economy. 

D"~lISlngPrica ."tlExptmtllng 0,.11£ According to the Complaint. Intel's aJle:ged 
conduct raised the prices ofmicroprocCSSOJl5 (also moWD as "CPUs") and the products 
containing them. In reality, during the period coverc:d by the Complaint. according to U.S. 
Bureau ofLabor Statistics data, microprocessor prices. adjusted for q1lality, declined at an annual 
rate of42%. Thi8 rate ofdecline wa.r grealer than lhat 01any ofthe 1.200 otherpTOlluctJ that 
the Bureau tracks. including any other high-technologyproduct. During the AmC period. 1I1c 
quality-adjusted price ofpersonal computers declined at lID annual rate of23%. Contrary to the 
Complaint's allegation that Intel's conductreduccd output, sales ofx86 microproeessors grew 
from 136.5 million in 1999, the first yearcovCRd by the Complaint. to 324.7 million in 2008. 
Although the Bureau ofLabor Statistics does not make similarprice data availabla for graphics 
products, over the period covered by the Complaint the quality-adjusted prices ofgrapbics 
products also deelincd sharply. Output ofgraphica products rose over the lame period in tandem 
with microprocessors. . 

During the time when the Complaint alleges that Intel was suppressing output, Intel made 
repeated multi-billion doJlar iDvestmeDts iD DCW semiconductor mailufacturiDg capacity. even 
during business downturns. Most receDdy, in February 2009 Intel announced a $7 billion 
investment in U.S. manufacturing, in the midst oftho worst business downturn in decades. 

DrllltUllk l11C1't11US In Inno."llIIon. The Complaint alleges that Intel's conduct bas 
stifled innDvation. But the period covered by the Complaint has been clwacterized by rapid 
innovation that has increased the functiooality and pcrformanc:e ofmicroprocessora and the 

PUBLIC FI'C Docket No. 51341 
Auwtwoflt....... 1JdIIl c~ 

USIDOCS 7400711.1. 
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DEPOSITION 
Provided by the Secretary of the Federal Trade Commission, and 


Issued Pursuant to Rule 3.34(a), 16 C.F.R. § 3.34(a) (2010) 


This subpoena requires you to appear and give testimony at the taking of a deposition, at the date and time specified In 
Item 5, and at the request of Counsel listed in Item 8, In the proceeding described in Item 6. 

0.. ........ ,','••. " '.' ". ",," ••• ..,~~.n'_".,... ,.".."' .._."'", . ",. ", .... ..' ,. ..,.,,~,
.1.1.,_'..<;!r"~··'

3. PLAc::e:;:::& ;¢Ni.~ ~ {4,:'===~i~:~::.,.".~.. 
l.O!)EJ ·;~tlcut :A¥6..;.. ·.•'.V:.... "" ... ,.. . ,.,"".,' .,- ......-.,.," ..... .. ... 
V~.~. :',P..:.C:. :eo:olJ$.: ~~.lMN'MJRjQii~r.qtf~g~.f:: ' 

;~' ,?,~ ''''0;'' .. i.t. ;~;:01nl:~••";. 

•.••• M••• MO.,_,_ "'H'." H_._,'_,: 

In the Matter of Intel Corporation, Docket No. 9341 (see Append1l: A) 

7. ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE B. COUNSEL AND PARlY ISSUING SUBPOENA 

Daniel Floyd 

The Honorable D. Michael Chappell 
 Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP 

Counsel for the Respondent 
333 South Grand Avenue 

Federal Trade Commission Los Angeles, CA 90071 

Washington, D.C. 20589 (213) 229-7148 


1. 	 TO Michael Holdva, 
R~ 38~O-Bureau or Labor Statistics 
2 Massacbwsetts Ave., N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20212 

2. FROM 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 

APPEARANCE 
The delivery of this subpoena to yoU by any method 
prescribed by the CommiSSion's Rules of Practice is 
legal service and may eubject you to a penalty 
Imposed by law for feUure to comply. 

MOTION TO UMIT OR QUASH 
:The Gg!!1ml~Q.IJ'I,?R~~ 9(.~~ .n)gY!r~.lrnIt &flY 
motion to limit or quash this subpoena must comply 
with Commission Rule 3.34(c), 16 C.F.R. § 3.34(c), 
and in particular must be filed within the earler of 10 
days after servIce or the time for compliance. The 
original and ten copies of the petition must be filed 
before the Administrative Law Judge and with the 
Secretary of the Commission, ~panied by an 
affidavit of service of the document upon counsel 
listed in Item 8, and upon aI other parties presaibed 
b¥t,he,~!Jies Qf.P~. 

...."

TRAVEL EXPENSES 
The Commission's Rules of Practice require that fees and 
mileage be paid by the party that requested your 
appearance. You should present your claim to Counsel 
listed In Item 8 for paymenllf you are permanently or 
tempOrarily living &OmeWhere other than the acIcIresa on 
this subpoena and It would require excessive travel for 
y~ J9 !ilP.~, y~ ~.ust ~ prior 'pp'.roval from Couneet 
listed In Item 8. 

This subpoena does not require approval by OMB under 
the Paperwork Reduction Ad of 1980. 

FTC Form 70-0 (rev. 11971 



APPENDIX A 

The subject matter ofMr. Holdway's deposition will involve: 

(a) Published articles and materials in the public domain authored by Mr. Holdway 
and others involving producer price indices for microprocessors, semiconductors, 
personal computers. portables and laptops, and computer storage devices. 

(b) Data contained in published producer price indices for microprocessors, computer 
storage devices, personal computers and portable laptops. 

The deposition will not involve the following subjects: 

(a) Disclosure ofany non-public material contained in the files ofthc Department of 
Labor (including the Bureau ofLabor Statistics) or acquired by the Department of 
Labor in performing the official duties ofthe Department 

(b) Any matter involving Mr. Holdway's official status or the pcrfOIlll8llCC ofhis or 
others' official duties at the Department oflabor . 

. .... :;. ..... -', 

- '-----;



Gibson. OUnn &Crutcher UP

GIBSON DUNN 	 1D5D Connectlc:ut Avenue, N.W. 

Washinaton. DC 2003£>.5306 
reI 202.955.8500 
_·lIiblcndunn.com 

Client Matter No.: T 42376-00819 

Michael L. Denger 
Direct: 202.955.8526 
Fax: 202.95S.8293 
mdenger@gibsondunn.com 

VIA REGISTERED MAIL 

Apri121.2010 

Michael Holdway 

Bureau ofLabor Statistics 

2 Massachusetts Avenue. N.E. 

Room 3840 

Washington. D.C. 20212 


Re: 	 Enclosed Intel Subpoena 

Dear Mr. Holdway: 

I represent Intel Corporation in connection with the enclosed subpoena directing you to 
appear for a deposition on May 24. 2010. We estimate that the deposition will take no more 
than 4 hours for Intel's examination. Counsel for the Federal Trade Commission, the party 
opposing Intel in this matter, may also have questions. In any event, the entire deposition 
should take no more than a day and, in all likelihood, will be significantly shorter. 

IfMay 24 is inconvenient for you. please contact me with alternate dates within a week on 
either side and we and counsel for the FI'C will endeavor to wolk out a date mutually 
convenient for all concerned. My phone nwnber is 202-955-8526; my email address is 
mdenger@gibsondunn.com. 

Sin~y////:,
V~J'~ ,. I;{~aei L. DCng~--

cc: 	 Kyle Andeer, FI'C (w/subppena) 

Robby Robertson. FTC (w/subpoena) 


BnrsSllIS • Century Cily • o.Un· Denver • Dubai • London • lDI Anples· Munidl • Now York • Qranae County 
Palo Alto· PMi,' San Francisco' SIo P.ulo • Sinppare' Washlnalon. D.C• 

. -----.---~. ,~ --- -,-
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SUBPOENA AD TESTIFICANDUM ISSUED TO THE BUREAU OF 

LABOR STATISTICS CORPORATION ON BEHALF OF INTEL 


CORPORATION 


FTC DOCKET NO. 9341 

EXHIBIT A 

I. INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS 

1. 	 Pursuant to FTC Rule ofPractice 3.33(c)(1), the Bureau ofLabor Statistics is 
required to produce one or more knowledgeable persons who are designated and 
consent to testify on its behalf as to each of the subject matters set forth below. 

2. 	 The depositions will proceed in accordance with the FTC's Rules of Practice. 

3. 	 The testimony shall be before a notary public or other person authorized to administer 
oaths. Testimony shall be recorded by stenographic means. 

4. 	 The time period to be covered in this deposition, unless otherwise indicated, is 
January 1, 1997 to the present. 

5. 	 None of the definitions or requests herein shall be construed as an admission relating 
to the existence ofany evidence, to the relevance or admissibility of any evidence, or 
to the truth or accuracy ofany statement or characterization in the definition or 
request. 

6. 	 "And" and "or" are to be interpreted so as not to exclude any information otherwise 
within the scope or any request. 

7. 	 "Intel" means Intel Corporation, and any of its past or present officers, directors, 
principals, agents, employees, attorneys, representatives, partners, predecessors, 
subsidiaries, affiliates, divisions, or departments. 

8. 	 "Microprocessor" means a central processing unit. 

9. 	 "x86 microprocessor" means a microprocessor that executes the x86 instruction set. 

II. TOPICS FOR EXAMINATION 

1. 	 The use of secondary source data in the preparation of the Microprocessor PPI, Series 
PCU33441333441312, to represent x86 microprocessor price and shipment data not 
directly available to BLS. 

2. 	 The approximately percentages of shipments in Microprocessor PPI Series 
PCU33441333441312 accounted for by products other than x86 microprocessors. 

.. 




3. 	 Whether any products in Series PCU33441333441312 other than microprocessors 
used in computer applications (i.e., server, desktop, notebook and netbook products) 
are quality adjusted to reflect improvements in product performance. 

4. 	 Whether the secondary source price and shipments data used by BLS as a 
supplemental sample to represent data for microprocessors used in computer 
applications not directly available to BLS is viewed by BLS as reliable. 

5. 	 Whether the secondary source pricing and shipments data used by BLS in PPI Series 
PCU33441333441312 is also used by the Bureau ofEconomic Analysis of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce and the staff ofthe Federal Reserve Board. 

6. 	 Whether the rate of quality adjusted price decline for the microprocessors for which 
BLS uses a supplemental sample of secondary source pricing and shipment data is 
higher than the rate ofprice decline for other products contained in PPI series 
PCU33441333441312. 

10087467B_1 (EXIIIDIT A (INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS» (4).DOC 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 


) 
In the Matter of ) 

) DOCKET NO. 9341 
INTEL CORPORATION, ) 

a corporation 	 ) PUBLIC DOCUMENT 

) 

) 


[PROPOSED] ORDER GRANTING INTEL'S MOTION UNDER 

RULE 3.36 FOR LEAVE TO TAKE A DEPOSITION OF 


THE BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS UNDER RULE 3.33(c)(l) 


Respondent Intel Corporation, having moved on May 27,2010, for leave to take a 

deposition ofthe Bureau of Labor Statistics pursuant to Rule 3.33(c)(I); and 

Good cause having been shown, 

IT IS ORDERED that 

1. The subject matter of the Rule 3.33(c)(1) deposition of the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics ("BLS") ofthe U.S. Department of Labor is relevant to issues in Intel Corporation, 

FTC Dkt. No. 9341. 

2. The deposition sought by Intel is for two hours or less and designed to impose a 

minimal burden on BLS' personnel and resources. 

3. The subject matter of the deposition is designed to protect individual company 

data and the details of the internal methodology used by the BLS consistent with the need for 

Intel to acquire relevant information. 

PUBLIC FTC Docket No. 9341 

[Proposed] Order 

--._- -,.;; 



4. A Rule 3.33(c)(1) subpoena of the BLS on the Topics of Examination appended 

as Exhibit 6 to Intel's Memorandum is hereby authorized under Rule 3.36 of the Rules of 

Practice and may be issued forthwith. 

D. Michael Chappell 
Administrative Law Judge 

Dated: 

PUBLIC FTC Docket No. 9341 
[Proposed] Order 

USIDOCS 7554746vl 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 


) 
In the Matter of ) 

) DOCKET NO. 9341 
INTEL CORPORATION, ) 

a corporation ) PUBLIC DOCUMENT 
) 
) 

PROOF OF SERVICE OF PUBLIC DOCUMENTS 

I 

I, Eric Mahr, hereby certify that on this 27th day of May, 2010, I caused a copy ofthe 

documents listed below to be served by hand on each of the following: the Office of the 

Secretary of the Federal Trade Commission (original and two copies) and The Honorable D. 

Michael Chappell (two copies); and by electronic mail to The Honorable D. Michael Chappell 

(oalj@ftc.gov), Melanie Sabo (msabo@ftc.gov), 1. Robert Robertson (rrobertson@ftc.gov), Kyle 

D. Andeer (kandeer@ftc.gov), Teresa Martin (tmartin@ftc.gov), and Thomas H. Brock 

(tbrock@ftc. gov): 

(i) 	 Intel Corporation's Motion Under Rule 3.36 For Leave To Take A Deposition Of 
The Bureau of Labor Statistics Under Rule 3.33(c)(1); 

(ii) 	 The Memorandum in Support oflntel's Motion Under Rule 3.36 For Leave To Take 
A Deposition Of The Bureau of Labor Statistics Under Rule 3.33(c)(1) including the 
accompanying exhibits; including the Statement of Eric Mahr Pursuant to Paragraph 
3 ofthe January 14, 2010 Scheduling Order[?}; 

(iii) 	a Proposed Order; and 

(iv) this Proof of Service ofPublic Filings. 
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WILMER CUTLER PICKERING HALE AND 
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Eric Mahr 
1875 Pennsylvania Ave, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
Phone: (202) 663-6000 
Fax: (202) 663-6363 
eric.mahr.wilmerhale.com 

Attorney for Intel Corporation 

Dated: May 27,2010 
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